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ABSTRACT 
It Is estimated that five to ten pe~cent of chlld~en 
expe~ience senso~lmoto~ dIfficulties that ~esult In va~Ious 
lea~nlng dlsabillties. among them. 1nabIIIty to output 
information on pape~ in the app~op~late manne~ (Ay~es, 
1985). The ~elationshlp between senso~lmoto~ abIlIty and 
handw~itlng is well documented in the )Ite~atu~e (F~eeman. 
1917; Townsend. 1951; Nlkola-Llsa. 1987). WhIle much of the 
lite~atu~e is inconclusIve. the~e a~e findIngs to suggest 
that multlsenso~y handw~iting p~og~ammes a~e an effectIve 
app~oach to Imp~oving w~itlng abIl1ty In these child~en. 
Fo~ a numbe~ of yea~s. Occupational The~aplsts have been 
involved In the ~emedlatlon of handw~iting utIlIzing, 
amongst othe~ app~oaches. multlsensory p~og~ammes. While 
subjective assessments of effectIveness have been ext~eme)y 
positIve, scientlfic evaluation has been minimal. If fu~the~ 
Inte~ventlon In this a~ea is to occu~. it is essentIal that 
the p~ofesslon be able to Justlfy the existence of such 
p~og~ammes. 
The purpose of thIs study was to examine what effects a 
multisensory w~ltlng p~og~am would have on the cu~slve 
w~iting ability of chlld~en with senso~lmotor dIfficulties. 
A single case wlth multIple baselines ac~oss behaviours 
1 1 
design was used. with the behaviours being cursive writing 
abilIty of five distInct letter groups. The five groups were 
taught In random order, one group every two weeks. In a 
one-hour session. Repeated measurements of writing speed and 
quality for each letter group were made. This design was 
repeated over three other cases. 
Results of the study yielded statistIcal significance in 
trend changes in specIfic Jetter groups for all of the 
chIldren following intervention. One chIld achieved 
statistical significance in the overall change in quality, 
while none of the children achieved overall statistical 
significance in speed score changes. 
Teacher reports and an assessment of written language prior 
to and following the program suggest that intervention may 
have had a posItIve effect on self-confIdence in written 
output, and on the maturity of written expression In some of 
the cases. 
Further research In this field Is needed to validate the 
contInual use of multisensory wrIting programmes by 
OccupatIonal Therapists workIng with this specIfIc 
population and to provIde some directIon with regards to the 
integration of multisensory wrIting programmes within the 
regular academIc remedial programme. 
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CHAPTER 1t INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
ThIs study Is an examInatIon of the effects of a 
multisensory writing program on the cursIve writing ability 
of chIldren with sensorimotor dIffIculties. 
Problem Background 
1 
It has been estImated that five to ten percent of chIldren 
experience sensorimotor dlfficulties that result In various 
learning disabIlItIes, amongst them, inabilIty to output 
information on paper In the appropriate manner (Ayres, 
1985). The relatIonshIp between sensorImotor abIlIty and 
handwriting is well documented in the lIterature, as will be 
seen in the followIng pages. 
Written output is an integral part of academic achievement, 
and Its role In the curriculum only increases as the child 
progresses through the school system. The student who has 
not ma6t~r~d th~ fundam~nta)s of wrItten output, that is, 
the ability to form the letters automatically wIthout undue 
plannIng and organIzation, wIll be Ill-prepared to meet the 
demands of the higher grades. Tests and assIgnments wIll be 
completed slowly, and effort spent on the mechanics of the 
taSK will result In decreased attention to the content 
requlred. In addItIon, poor performance wIll only serve to 
lower self-esteem and wIll result In ongoing frustration 
(Kephart. 1960). 
2 
Many school systems, anticIpating dIffIcultIes with wrItten 
output In hIgher grades for certain students, provide 
equipment such as typewriters and computers. WhIle thIs 
serves to make the task easier for the student, it is done 
at great cost, and often for students who, with some 
remediation of writIng ability, would have been able to 
perform satIsfactorIly In terms of wrItten output wIthin the 
school setting. 
Children are tradItIonally taught the formation of letters 
needed for cursive writing In Grade Three. The vast majority 
of these chIldren experIence no dIfficulty mastering the 
productIon of these letters and, within a year. are able to 
form them automatically and smoothly. ChIldren wIth 
sensorImotor dIfficultIes, however, lack the feedback from 
sensory systems necessary for vIsualIzing the formation of 
these "engrams" or "mental maps" (Ayres, 1985). They cannot 
generalize learnIng from one engram to another and thus 
require signIficant addItIonal practIce and "overlearning". 
Unfortunately, the school curriculum does not allow for the 
extra tIme needed for this experience. 
Whlle much of the lIterature Is inconclusive, there is 
considerable evidence to support the effectIveness of 
multisensory writing programmes in improving cursive writing 
abIlity In both the "normal" population, and with chIldren 
with sensorimotor difficulties. 
Statement of the Problem SItuatIon 
This study examined what effects, If any, a multisensory 
wrItIng program has on the speed and qualIty of cursIve 
writing of children with sensorimotor dlfficulties, who are 
enrolled in the JunIor grades in the Hamilton-Wentworth 
school system. 
Statement of Hypotheses 
The first hypothesis is that, following each of five 
sessions of a mu1tIsensory writing program, four children 
with sensorlmotor dIfficulties exhIblt a statIstlcally 
signifIcant improvement In quality scores on the letter 
group learned during the preceding session. 
The second hypothesis Is that, following each of fIve 
sessions of a multIsensory writing program, four children 
with sensorimotor dIfficultIes exhibIt a statistIcally 
4 
significant improvement in speed scores on the letter group 
learned during the preceding session. 
Importance of the Study 
While wrItten work represents only one of the many concerns 
of children with sensorimotor difficulties. most of the 
attention has focused on this particular academIc skill. 
probably because of Its emphasis in the curriculum. Thus, a 
successful multisensory writing programme would be of 
considerable value. It would provIde lmmediate benefit to 
the child In terms of decreased frustration, increased 
self-esteem and potential for improved writing skIlls in 
school. Potential costs in terms of possible equipment or 
assistance needed for written output would also be 
curtailed. Furthermore, the results of such a study could be 
used to provIde information needed for the integration of 
multisensory writing programmes within regular academic 
remedial programmes, where needed. 
For a number of years, Occupational Therapists have been 
involved in the remediation of handwriting utilizing. 
amongst other approaches. multisensory programmes. WhIle 
subjective assessments of effectiveness have been extremely 
positive, scientific evaluation has been mInimal. If further 
6 
interventlon in this area 1s to contInue, It 1s essential 
that the professIon be able to Justlfy the exIstence of such 
p~og~ammes. 
Definition of Te~ms 
Children with senso~lmotor dlfficulties, for the pu~pose of 
this study, are those chlldren who have been found to have 
dIffIculty with the abillty to process senso~y Into~matlon 
adequate1y, and a~e thus unable to output motoric responses 
app~op~lately. 
A multisensory wrIting program Is defined as a t~eatment 
prog~am consisting of five one-hou~ sessions. aimed at 
Imp~ovlng the fo~mation of w~ltten lette~s th~ough the use 
of visual. tactile and kinesthetic activities. 
CursIVe wrIting abIl1ty Is the abIlIty to form letters on 
pape~ with the strokes of successive letters Joined and the 
angles ~ounded. 
Fo~ the pu~pose of this study, effectIveness of a 
multisensorY wrItIng program Is indicated by a statistically 
significant dec~ease on qualIty and time sco~es. 
An intervention is a treatment session In which one letter 
group Is targeted for remediation. 
A trial Is one session In which quality and speed measures 
of cursIve wrItIng abIlIty are taken. SIx trials, between 
two interventions, will constItute a serIes. 
Limitations of the Study 
6 
1. The program implemented for the purpose of this study 
attempts to remedlate only two concepts, namely speed and 
quality of cursive writing ability. 
2. The study pertains only to chIldren with sensorimotor 
difficulties. 
3. The conclusions drawn from this study are applicable 
specifically to chIldren In the Junior grades in the 
Hamilton-Wentworth school system. The populatIon Is taken 
from here and therefore cannot be generalized. 
Outline of Remainder of the Document 
Over the next several pages. the lIterature relatIng to 
handwrIting, sensorimotor abillty. and multisensory writlng 
programmes Is reviewed. The review reinforces the 
relationshIp which exists between handwriting and 
sensorimotor.abIlity. and also focuses on the effectIveness 
of multlsensory writing programmes. 
The thIrd chapter examines the research desIgn utIlized for 
the purpose of this study and the rationale for choosing 
this partIcular design. The subject selection is discussed, 
and the procedures used in the intervention and data 
gatherIng Is outlIned. Lastly. the method used In the 
analysiS of the results 1s discussed. 
In the final two chapters, the results of this study are 
documented and discussed, with reference to limitations 
within the design. Finally. conclusions are drawn with 
recommendations for future research In this area. 
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CHAPTER 11: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
IntroductIon 
It seemed approprlate to begin a review of the related 
lIterature with an exploration of material supporting the 
close relationshIp between sensorimotor ability and 
handwritIng. The second stage of the review emphasized the 
llterature that has examined the efficacy of multisensory 
approaches in the teachIng of handwriting. 
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In order to IIput all the pieces together", the final area of 
review involved the exploratIon of those studies that 
examined the specifIc remediation of sensorimotor 
handwriting dIfficultIes, utIlIzing multIsensory approaches. 
Sensorimotor Abillty and HandwritIng 
One of the first individuals to draw attention to the 
importance of sensorimotor development was the noted Swiss 
psychologist, Jean Piaget. After observing three chIldren 
for a number of years, he formulated a theory of cognitive 
development, whIch had as its foundation a sensorimotor 
stage lastIng through the first two years of I1fe, during 
which time the chIld responded to and learned about his 
envIronment dIrectly through hIs sensations and motor 
responses (Plaget, 1952). Since that time, others have 
extensIvely studIed thIs particular aspect of development 
and abIlity (e.g., Kephart, 1960; Cratty, 1979; Ayres, 
1979). 
9 
It Is generally accepted that handwrItIng Is not an Innate 
ability, and that the child must develop this partlcular 
skIll through experience and practice. As early as 1917, 
Freeman, In dIscussIng the nature of learning In 
handwrItIng, termed It sensorImotor learnIng. He noted that 
sensatIons are necessary to develop the skill and for proper 
control of the movements. He further described handwriting 
as a type of learning In which movements which are already 
familiar are selected and organIzed into new patterns of 
movements. Lastly, he stressed the Importance of the 
development of a clear perceptual Image to serve as a model 
In the motor formatIon of the letters. 
Townsend (1951) discussed the relatIonship between visual 
perceptIon and motor skills needed in the reproduction of 
any form, notIng that Bender (1938, cIted In Townsend. 1951) 
had already emphasized the constant interplay between motor 
and sensory features in this particular task. Townsend~s 
10 
study of 287 New York school chIldren aged six years one 
month to nine years three months examIned the relationship 
between copying abillty and both visual perception and motor 
abllity. His ~esults found that there was a signIfIcant 
correlation with both components, and that the correlation 
wIth vIsual perception was hIgher. He postulated that 
dysfunction in either area would result In inadequacy In 
copying skills and that, even if adequate motor abillty were 
present. It could not be exp~essed without adequate visual 
pe~ceptual abIlIty; that 1s. dysfunctIon within the visual 
perceptual system would result in misdirection of motor 
skIlls wIth reference to copying. 
A dearth of lIterature 1n recent years pertaining to 
sensorimotor abIlIty and handwritIng suggests that earlier 
llterature supportIng a correlation between the two was felt 
to be conclusive. One recent study by NlkoJa-Llsa (1987) 
examined motor. perceptual-motor. and cognItlve ability In 
two hundred ninety-seven second grade students attending 
three different Montana school systems. to determine what 
factors are responsIble for discrImInating between 
above-average and below-average handwriting legibIlity. The 
results of hIs study supported the hypotheSis and previous 
11 
11te~atu~e that pe~ceptual and pe~ceptual-moto~ abillty a~e 
the moet Impo~tant components. 
Multisenso~y App~oaches to the Teaching of Handw~ltlng 
Resea~ch In the teaching of handw~ltlng usIng a multisenso~y 
app~oach began to develop app~oximately two decades ago. In 
1967. Bi~ch and Leffo~d stImulated Inte~est by p~oposlng a 
model in which volunta~y moto~ cont~ol is a function of 
visual pe~ceptual abIlity and Integ~atlon of visual. tactIle 
and kinesthetIc senses. To test thel~ model,they studied the 
abIlIty of chI)d~en, ages fIve to eleven yea~s. to copy 
shapes. The shapes we~e p~esented to the child~en unde~ six 
condItIons of va~Ious stimulus suppo~t ranging from a 
t~aclng task (maximum stimulus suppo~t) to f~eehand d~awing 
(mInimum stimulus suppo~t). The ~esults indicated that while 
the olde~ chlld~en we~e comfo~table wIth all levels of 
stimulus support, the younge~ chlld~en performed much better 
wIth the t~aclng tasks, p~ovlding conside~able kinesthetic 
input. The ImplIcations of the study were that young 
chlld~en should be taught handw~ltlng th~ough t~aclng with 
g~adual wIthdrawal of stimulus support. 
Fu~ne~ (1969, 1969, 1970), in a series of a~ticles, 
described extensively an instructional app~oach which 
12 
attempted to coordinate handwriting instruction with 
children/s perceptual development. She suggested that. since 
handwriting had been found to be a type of perceptual-motor 
learning, instructIon should address this perceptual 
development. Her approach, which consisted of the visual 
presentation of groups of letters (visual stimulation), the 
observation of the formation of these letters (kinesthetic 
stimulation) with verbal descriptIon of the formation 
(auditory stimulatlon)~ was taught to Grade One, Two and 
Three classes In four midWestern schools over a three year 
period. Seven midwestern schools? utilizing regular 
commercial programmes, acted as the control group. Speed and 
quality of handwriting were assessed twice a year for the 
duration of the study. For all grade levels, the 
experimental group performed signiflcantly better than the 
control group in terms of qualIty. There was no overall 
significant difference in speed between the two groups, 
although the experimental group was found to be slightly 
faster at the end of each year~ On the basis of her 
fIndings, Furner recommended that children should be taught 
handwrIting through a multIsensory approach IIslnce people 
appear to respond best to multiple modes" (p. 69). 
13 
Hirsch and Niedermeyer (1973) studied the effectlveness of 
tracing versus copyIng practice, with training In 
discrimination between letters, on the handwritIng 
performance of fifty kIndergarten chIldren. They randomly 
assigned the children to four treatment groups: 1) copying 
only, 2) faded tracing only, 3) copying with dIscrImination 
trainIng, and 4) tracIng with discrIminatIon training. While 
post-treatment testing demonstrated significant improvement 
In all groups, those receIving copyIng exercises performed 
signIficantly better than those receiving tracing exercIses 
with faded visual prompts. Letter discriminatIon training 
had no effect on handwrItIng abIlIty. In noting the 
dIscrepancy between theIr results and those of Birch and 
Lefford, Hirsch and Niedermeyer suggested that the types of 
visual prompts may have been a factor, and that these 
prompts "must be chosen carefully in order for them to have 
a positIve effect on motor performance u (P. 85). 
Askov (1975) also studied the effectiveness of copying 
versus tracing on handwritIng abIlIty of children, and her 
results corroborated the fIndings of Hirsch and Niedermeyer. 
However, while she changed the types of tracing prompts to 
"eliminate the dIffIculties encountered in the earlier 
study", she made no mention, In her publIcation, as to what 
14 
these changes entaIled. In addItIon, certaIn factors such as 
the use of a "responsible" student In the implementatIon of 
the program served to lessen the credIbIlIty of the study 
fIndIngs. 
In a study of twenty-four eIght year olds IdentIfied as 
above- and below-average handwriters and randomly selected 
from three publIc schools. Sovik (1976) found that verbal 
instructIon In conjunction with demonstration. sIgnIfIcantly 
Improved the subJect/s copyIng performance. Students were 
gIven three treatments, the first consIstIng of copyIng 
letterlike fIgures freehand, the second of attendIng to the 
instructor/s hand whIle the fIgure was beIng drawn and then 
respondIng by copyIng the fIgure. and the thIrd. lIstenIng 
to a detaIled explanatIon whIle the Instructor was drawIng 
the fIgure and then respondIng by copyIng the fIgure. The 
time spent on the series of treatments ranged from fifteen 
to twenty mInutes. Ratings, desIgned for the purpose of the 
study, were given to the subJects/ written products. While 
Sovlk dId not make allowances for the Improvement that may 
have taken place merely as a result of practIce from one 
treatment to the next, certainly the study Indicated that 
this area merIted further research, especially wIth poor 
wrIters. 
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In a serIes of further studies. Sovik (1980.1980.1981) 
examIned varIous types of handwrItIng InstructIon and 
traInlng, theorizing that appropriate instruction could 
Improve a chIld~s perceptual-motor skIlls and sensory 
feedback system. In the first study. he looked at the 
learnIng effects of repeated treatments In copyIng and 
different tracIng/tracking behaviours of 32 children, ages 
seven and ten years. The results showed a learning effect In 
copying for the younger subjects. in some tracing behaviour 
for the older subjects. and in trackIng for all subjects. 
In the second ~tudV. Sovik addressed the theory that 
children will receIve more detaIled sensory feedback from a 
dynamic than from a statIc model display in tracing/copying 
tasks. SIxteen 7 and 10 year old stUdents. randomly selected 
from the populatIon of chIldren at a public school. took 
part In a study organized as a two-way design. The results 
verifIed the hypotheses that 1) presentatIon of dynamic 
designs. In general, wIll gIve hIgher accuracy scores In 
tracing performances of 7 and 10 year old subjects compared 
with a presentation of statIc designs, and 2) the dynamic 
display effect will be greater at the 7-year age level than 
at the 10-year age level. 
< 16 
In his last study. Sovlk Investigated whether an 
experimental program of systematic and individualized 
training In copyIng. tracing, and tracking could improve 
such performance of thIrd graders compared wIth 
corresponding performances of third graders receiving no 
systematic training In the same skills. On the basis of 
previous research. he hypothesized that a feedback-oriented. 
individualized training program In tracing performance (H1), 
tracking performance (H2), and copying performance (H3) 
would increase significantly the performance of younger 
chIldren. He also hypothesized, based on the relatIonship 
which seems to exist among these various skIlls, that 
systematic, individualized training In copying, tracing, 
and trackIng would result In significant transfer of 
learning wIth regard to handwritIng (H4). The analyses 
carrIed out on each of the Individual perceptual-motor 
skills showed that the children In the experimental group 
surpassed those in the control group for each of the skIlls, 
but that the findings were only signIficant for tracking and 
copying. The experimental children also scored significantly 
higher on a precision writing test supporting the fourth and 
last hypothesis. 
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Finally. Hayes (1982) examined the effects of various levels 
of perceptual prompts. namely copying practIce with no 
prompting, visual demonstration with copying practice. 
vIsual and verbal demonstratIon wIth copying practice. and 
visual and verbal demonstration plus subject verbalization 
with copying practIce. Forty-five sIx-year-old kindergarten 
chIldren and 45 nine-year-old third grade children enrolled 
in a rural prImary school and randomly selected from that 
population, were then randomly assigned to one of the four 
ilprompt ll groups or a fIfth control group. Results of 
testlng~ following a twenty minute training session, 
revealed that the greater the number of perceptual prompts 
during training, the greater the accuracy in reproducing 
model forms. 
Multisensory Approaches to the Remediation of Handwriting in 
Chlldren with Sensorimotor DIfficulties 
Very little research has been published with regards to 
multisensory remediation of handwritIng in children with 
sensorimotor dIfficulties, possibly because the dIagnosiS of 
sensorimotor dysfunction tends to fall within the realm of 
health. whIle remediation of handwriting remains a function 
of education. 
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Fauke and Powers (1973) conducted a study to determine the 
effectiveness of a behavIour modificatIon procedure combIned 
with a multisensory approach, to improve handwriting skills 
of a six year old boy exhIbitIng dIfficulties in the 
printIng of letters. In choosing a multisensory approach, 
the experimenters noted the work of Green (1967), Fernald 
(1943). and Shea (1966), (all cited in Fauke and Powers, 
1973) who stressed a kinesthetic approach in the teachIng of 
handwritIng. The researchers/ own study was a single subject 
experimental desIgn, ABAB, extendIng over a three-week. 
fourteen-session experimental period, in a one-to-one 
setting. The program consisted of labellIng letters verbally 
upon a visual presentation, tracing over letters on 
worksheets with finger. pencil and magic marker. tracIng 
over letters made of yarn, copyIng letters besIde and below 
a gIven model. observIng the Instructor modelling the 
correct formation while verbalizing simultaneously, and 
prInting letters on lined. then unlIned paper. Candy was 
initially paired with praise, then removed as the experiment 
progressed. 
While the results of the study supported the data In the 
lIterature emphasIzIng a multisensory approach to teaching 
handwriting, It was very difficult to determine to what 
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extent improvement was dependent on that approach and how 
much it was Influenced by behaviour modifIcation procedures. 
The researchers~ themselves~ acknowledged this dIfficulty 
and suggested that further research was needed to study 
which, if either, had the stronger effect. 
Robin. Armel and O'Leary (1975) compared the effectiveness 
of self-instructIon with direct trainIng and no training on 
the printing of thirty klndergarteners having defIcient 
writing skills as determined by a handwriting test. The 
SUbJects, who were enrolled In one elementary school, were 
randomly assigned to one of three groups: self-instructed, 
direct training, or no treatment. During the experiment. 
subjects in the two treatment groups received training three 
times a week over seven weeks. Children In the no treatment 
groups received pre- and post-tests only. ChIldren in the 
dIrect-training group received socIal reinforcement and 
feedback, which consisted of comparing the chIld's letters 
to models. The self-instructed group received the social 
reinforcement and feedback in additIon to self-instructional 
training. This latter consisted of the modellIng of correct 
letter formatIon with accompanying verbalization of the 
correct action. Later In the process, the student verbalized 
with the instructor, then simultaneously copied and 
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ve~balized. Finally, subjects copied lette~s and whlspe~ed 
self-inst~uctlons. 
StatistIcal analysIs of pre- and post-test results showed 
that the self-Inst~ucted g~oup pe~fo~med signIficantly 
bette~ than the dIrect trainIng g~ouP. and that both groups 
were significantly better than the no treatment group. While 
it should be noted that the control g~oup ~ecelved no 
Intervention and that the effect of attention on the other 
two g~oups could certainly have been a factor, thIs could 
not explain the dIfference between the two experimental 
groups. One last point with regards to Robin/s study is that 
while the prog~am was described as a self-instructional 
program. It was, in essence, a multIsensory program 
consisting of vIsual. auditory, and kinesthetic input. 
Graham (1983) studied the effectIveness of a 
self-Instructional procedure in Improving and maIntainIng 
the letter formatIon skIlls of learning dIsabled students 
wIth writing deficIencies. Three students who met the 
followIng criteria of a) identifIed learnIng disabled. b) 
havIng identIfIed dIfficultIes in the fo~mation of letters, 
and c) havIng receIved less than a specific sco~e on an 
administered handwriting scale were selected. A 
multlpJe-basellne-across-subJects design was used. The study 
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consisted of three phases. namely baseline. the teaching of 
the letter "gil through a multisensory approach, and fInally. 
the teach i ng of the letter II all through a mu 1 t 1 sensory 
approach. The traIning letters plus four generalIzation 
letters (p,q,o,e) were written dally, and scored according 
to a poInt-rating scale. While the author noted that the 
treatment procedure was moderately effective. it should be 
noted that no mention was made of the signIficance of the 
improvement. 
FInally. in 1984, Sovik repeated his 1981 study in which he 
investigated whether an experimental program of systematic 
and indIvidualized training In copying, tracing, and 
tracking would improve such performances of third graders. 
However. for the more recent study, he elected to examine 
dysgraphic instead of normal third-grade writers, 
hypothesizIng that the effects would be simIlar. On 
post-testing, the experimental group performed signlficantly 
better than the control group In terms of accuracy. In 
dIscussion. Sovlk offered the opinIon that tradltional 
handwritIng instruction In most schools does not offer 
children disposed towards writing difficulties 
Individualized and adapted Instruction that will meet their 
needs. 
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ThIs last sectIon has provIded an overv1ew of the very 
limIted amount of literature whIch exIsts pertaining to the 
remediation of handwritIng In chIldren with sensorimotor 
dIfficultIes utilizing a multIsensory approach. As the 
boundarIes of the health and education disciplines grow 
IfuzzIer" wIth regards to certain aspects of child/s 
development. it Is expected that more research will be 
conducted In thIs area. 
Summary 
ThIs chapter has given the reader an overview of the related 
literature, which provided a foundation for the development 
of this study. While the lIterature supports the strong 
relatIonship between handwritIng skll} and sensorimotor 
abIlIty, stUdies pertaining to the effectIveness of 
multisensory writing programmes In Improving this particular 
skIll In both the Ilnorma1" population and In children with 
sensorImotor difficultIes are stIlI somewhat inconclusive. 
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CHAPTER Ill: METHODOLOGY 
Overview 
An experimental study was conducted by the lnvestigator 
using a single case with multIple baselInes across 
behaviours design, with the behaviours being cursive writing 
abIlity of fIve dIstinct letter groups. Repeated 
measurements of writing speed and quality were made by an 
Independent evaluator, and the study was replIcated over 
three other cases. The sample for the study was taken from 
chIldren who met the inclusion crIteria and whose parents 
had given consent to their partIcipation in the study. 
The treatment program consisted of five one-hour sessions, 
conducted at the same time every other week by the 
investIgator. Each of the five sessions focused on 
remediation of a targeted group of letters. Two outcome 
measures were selected for the study, speed and quality of 
cursive writing, and a total of thirty-six measurements were 
taken for each letter group. 
The classroom teacher of each participating child was 
required to complete a questionnaire prior to the start of 
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the study. and again at the end of the study. In whIch he o~ 
she was asked to ~ate the child/s cursive wrIting abilIty In 
te~ms of 1) neatness. and 2) speed. In addItion. p~lo~ to 
the study and followIng completIon, each child was 
administe~ed the HandwrItIng. Vocabula~y and ThematIc 
Maturity components of the Test of WrItten Language 
(TOWL). These were scored by a blind evaluator at the end of 
the study. 
The data was analyzed usIng both vIsual and statistical 
analysis. Data was collected f~om each t~ial and g~aphed 
against time for visual analysIs. A test of ~anks was 
performed fo~ the purpose of statIstIcal analysis. 
ThIs provides a b~lef overvIew of the p~ocedu~es used in 
conducting this study. A mo~e comp~ehensive descrIption of 
the methodology Is outlined In this chapte~. 
Resea~ch DesIgn 
For the pu~pose of this study. a sIngle case wIth multIple 
baselInes ac~oss behavIours design was used. with the 
behaviours beIng cu~sive w~Iting ability of five distinct 
letter g~oups. The five letter g~oups we~e taught in ~andom 
orde~. Repeated measu~ements of w~Itlng speed and qualIty 
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fo~ each lette~ g~oup we~e made by an independent evaluato~ 
who was blind to the order In whIch the lette~ g~oups we~e 
being presented. Thls design was replicated over th~ee othe~ 
cases (four In total), with the exception of the o~der of 
presentation of letter groups whIch was randomized for each 
case. 
Since large numbers of chIldren who met the InclusIon 
criteria for the study were not read1ly available, the 
sIngle case design was selected over a mo~e traditional 
randomized design. This eliminated the need for "controls" 
who matched for such things as age, grade level, degree of 
sensorimotor difficulty, and socioeconomic status. The 
sIngle case design offered an addItional advantage in terms 
of the relatIvely mInimal cost and time requirements. 
A dIsadvantage of the Single case desIgn Is the InabIlIty to 
generalize the results to a larger group. ReplicatIon over 
other single cases, however, allows one to observe 
consistent patterns, and thus draw some conclusions about 
the effectIveness of the intervention (Barlow & Hersen, 
1965). 
A multiple baselines-across-behaviours design was 
advantageous for this particular study in that an 
I 
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InterventIon, namely a multisensory cursive writing program, 
was being applied to improve specIfically targeted 
behavIours, that is, writing performance on five distInct 
letter groups. While interdependence between behaviours is 
often a problem with this particular design (Ottenbacher~ 
1986), the patterns of formation of the dIfferent letter 
groups are distinct. and learning is not generalized from 
one group to another. ThIs Is particularly true in the case 
of children with sensorimotor dIfficulties who. as mentioned 
previously. need signifIcant practice for the learning of 
each engram, and cannot generalize learning from one engram 
to another. 
Selection of SubJects 
The entire sample for this study was selected from children 
who met the inclusion crIteria, who had given consent to 
participation (AppendIx B) and whose parents had gIven 
consent to partIcipation (AppendIx A). A series of four 
sIngle case experIments was carried out. 
The children selected must have been referred to the 
Occupational Therapy Department at Chedoke-McMaster 
Hospitals, a large teaching hospital in southern Ontario. 
for assessment. They subsequently must have been Identified 
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as having sensorimotor dIfficulties and accompanying writing 
problems. The researcher was not involved in this assessment 
process in any way. 
The children must also have been enrolled in grades four. 
*flve or six 1n the Hamilton-Wentworth school system. While 
It was necessary that there be prior exposure to cursive 
wr1ting in the classroom, evIdence 1n the literature has 
supported the idea that younger chIldren are more responsIve 
to 1ntervention in terms of writ1ng remediat1on, hence the 
exclusIon of chIldren beyond grade six. 
Children who were receiving concurrent treatment, IncludIng 
drug therapy, that might have contaminated the results of 
the study, were excluded. Written language difficulties that 
mIght have seriously interfered with the chIld's abilIty to 
demonstrate improvement on the speed and qualIty of wrItten 
words were also a crIterion for exclusIon from the study. (A 
Speech and Language Pathologist screened initial written 
samples of all chIldren). Lastly, those children with 
physical disabilities or identIfied cognitive impairments 
were not included in the study. 
The four chIldren who were eventually selected were all 
boys, ranging in age from nine to eleven years. One of the 
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students was in a self-contained class fo~ child~en with 
specific lea~ning disabIlities, while the other th~ee we~e 
in ~egula~ class~oom settIngs, ~eceivlng ~esou~ce help. 
Inte~vention 
The t~eatment p~og~amme consisted of five one-hou~ sessions 
conducted at the same time eve~y other week. The tIme of 
day was also consistent. The sesslons we~e held at the 
chIld~s school during the academIc yea~. In the event of 
absenteeism, the t~eatment sesslon was ~escheduled fo~ the 
child~s second day back at school, and if not possible, the 
next available day. 
Each of the fIve sessions focused on ~emedlatlon of a 
ta~geted g~oup of lette~s, with the b~eakdown of g~oups as 
follows: 
G~oup 1 - c, a, d, g, q, 0 
G~oup 2 - m, n, v, x, y, z 
G~ouP 3 - 1 , t • u, w. J 
G~oup 4 - e, 1 , h, k, f, b 
Group 6 - p, ~, s 
Fou~ of the g~oups consisted of lette~s which follow a 
famIliar pattern of fo~matlon In cursIve writIng. The fIfth 
g~oup consIsted of th~ee lette~s which do not fIt a 
consistent patte~n. 
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All sessIons, which we~e conducted by the ~esea~che~, 
consisted of a se~ies of activitIes and exe~clses that 
followed a specIfic fo~mat. These exe~cIses a~e outlined In 
Appendix C wIth accompanying ~atlonale, In the o~de~ In 
whIch they were presented to the child. Letters from the 
fi~st group have been used as an example for the purpose of 
clarity. 
The child was requIred to complete fifteen minutes of 
"homework" each evening. This consisted of writing practice, 
specifIcally wIth the letters targeted during the prevIous 
session. The child brought his/her completed homework to the 
following session, and It was collected by the researcher at 
the end of the study. Homework compliance was subsequently 
examined In relatIon to measurement performance. 
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Data CollectIon 
Two outcome measures were seJected for this study, speed and 
qualIty of cursive wrIting. SIx baseline measurements were 
made prIor to the introduction of the first group of 
letters, which represented the minimum number of trials that 
were requIred to demonstrate a relatIonshIp between 
intervention and behaviour (Ottenbacher, 1986). 
Subsequent to thIs. six measurements were taken. followed by 
the Introduction of another group of letters. This pattern 
was repeated until the last group of letters had been 
taught. SIx final measurements followed this. 
During each trIal, the child was given a lIst of ten printed 
combInatIons of letters from each group. the order of 
presentatIon of groups being randomized (see appendix D). 
The combination of letters dId not exceed four, and the 
chIld was encouraged to copy down each entire combination 
without breaking, using verbal rehearsal strategies. While 
It would have been preferable to have the chIld copy words 
rather than combinations of letters. the lack of vowels in 
some Jetter groups made this ImpossIble. PrInted letters 
were presented rather than written ones so that the chIld 
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dId not copy the formatIon from the model. Combinations of 
letters were varied from one trial to another. 
To measure speed of writIng, the evaluator recorded the 
length of time that the chIld was actually forming the 
letters. The stopwatch was started at the begInning of the 
fIrst combination. and stopped when that combination had 
been completed. It dId not start again until the child 
placed hie/her pencIl on the paper for the second 
combination. The total time that had elapsed on the 
stopwatch. In seconds. at the end of the last combination 
was recorded. 
To measure quality of writing, the evaluator followed a set 
of criteria outlined by the researcher, awarding points to 
errors In form. A letter incorrectly formed, for example the 
letter "a" produced In a clockwIse Instead of a 
counterclockwIse direction, was awarded two points since it 
was felt to represent a significant fault in form. Other 
errors such as a letter beIng started In the wrong place, 
fInished In the wrong place, or not closed properly, 
received one poInt. Height of letters includIng ascenders 
and descenders was measured using a gauge, with anything 
outside an eight-inch margin receiving one point. Errors in 
formation were to be observed during the actual trial. All 
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othe~ e~~o~s could be evaluated by looking at the completed 
wo~k and, thus, we~e sco~ed following the t~lal. The total 
numbe~ of points ~eceived was ~eco~ded. 
At the end of each t~lal, speed and qualIty sco~es had been 
calculated fo~ each of the five g~oups of lette~s (see 
Appendix E). 
P~lo~ to the sta~t of the study, each of the fou~ evaluato~s 
was Inst~ucted ve~bally in the sco~lng p~ocedu~e by the 
~esea~che~. At the end of the lnst~uctlon sessIon, a 
simulated t~lal was ca~~led out in which the ~esea~che~ 
p~oduced on pape~ combinations of Jette~s with common e~~o~s 
In fo~matlon. The evaluato~ was ~equl~ed to sco~e the 
~esea~che~ fo~ both qualIty and speed, as he/she would do 
du~lng the ~eal t~ial. Inconsistencies in sco~ing we~e 
subsequently discussed, with fu~the~ simulated t~lals as 
necessa~y. The evaluato~ was p~ovided with a w~itten copy of 
the inst~uctlons (see Appendix F), in addItion to models of 
the co~~ect fo~matlon of each of the 26 lette~s. It is 
impo~tant to note that since single-case designs we~e being 
ca~rled out, It was not necessa~y fo~ the fou~ evaluato~s 
(one fo~ each of the fou~ child~en) to sco~e slmila~ly, but 
only that each of the evaluato~s ~emain consistent within 
her own sco~lng system. 
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Additional Inst~umentation 
Prior to the start of the study, the classroom teacher of 
each participating chIld was ~equlred to fIll out a 
questionnaire In which he/she was asked to rate the child/s 
cursive writing ability In terms of: 1) neatness and 
legibIlity, and 2) ability to keep up with the rest of the 
class. At the end of the study, the teache~s were, again, 
asked to complete a questIonnaire. thIs time to rate 
Imp~ovement In cursive wrItIng abIlIty in the above areas 
(see Appendix G). The use of such a questionnaire enabled 
the ~esearcher to determine whether changes in outcome 
measures durIng the study equated with changes In functional 
writIng ability in the classroom. 
Prior to the completion of the first baselIne measurement. 
and following the final trIal, each child was administered 
the Handwriting component of the TOWL. While no 
statistIcally significant change could be determIned by 
comparison of the pre- and post-test scores for each chIld, 
a subjectIve assessment could, again, be made of the 
relatIonshIp between changes In outcome measures and changes 
in functional wrItIng ability. The TOWL had been selected 
because It Is an assessment tool that Is easy to adminIster 
and provIdes a global pIcture of a child/s wrItIng abIlIty 
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in terms of legibility. On the Handwriting component. the 
chIld Is asked to study three pictures for five minutes. 
then write a story about the pictures. The writing process 
is not tImed; however. it Is usually done In approximately 
fifteen minutes. The chIld is asked to compose a piece that 
is at least fIfty words In length. In scoring the test, the 
evaluator matches the chlld/s writing to graded examples of 
cursIve writing provIded with the assessment tool, and 
awards a score of zero to ten. 
ThematIc maturity and vocabulary, two additional components 
of the TOWL, were also assessed using the same picture 
story. To score vocabulary, the evaluator awards a point to 
all words in the story that exceed six letters. In scoring 
thematIc maturIty. the evaluator awards a point to each of 
20 criteria that have been met. These criteria address the 
content of the story Itself. While vocabulary and thematic 
maturity address the language component of wrItten output 
rather than the mechanics, the use of these results could 
help to determine if written expression matured when the 
task of handwriting itself became easIer. 
FollOWing the final administration of the TOWL, the pre- and 
post-test samples for all four subjects were numbered, then 
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scored by a blind evaluator. a Speech Language Pathologist. 
who rated all eIght samples together. 
Statistical Analysis 
The data from each subject were analyzed IndIvIdually. using 
techniques of both vIsual and statistIcal analysIs, and then 
trends across cases were examIned to see If similarIties 
existed. 
Data collected from each trIal. which included speed and 
qualIty of wrIting across target behaviours. were graphed 
agaInst tIme for visual analysis. trend lines were drawn for 
each graph to determIne trend changes, and Bloom's table of 
probabIlity was used to determine the significance of the 
changes (Ottenbacher, 1986). (The procedure used In 
computIng a trend lIne Is outlIned In AppendIx H). 
A test of ranks (Rn) was performed for the purpose of 
statistIcal analysIs. Performance means (X) were established 
for each series of sIx trials, for each letter group, in 
both outcome measures. The mean score of a letter group in 
the serIes immediately following its intervention, and those 
letter groups not havIng receIved InterventIon yet. were 
ranked accordIng to performance level. Those letter groups 
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which had already received intervention were not Included in 
the ranking. The ranks were summed for all letter groups to 
determine statistical significance <Barlow & Hersen, 1985). 
Response levels across letter groups were wIdely discrepant 
during the baseline, that 1s. the degree of dlfficulty that 
each chIld had in producing each of the letter groups 
varied. As a result. a data transformation (Barlow & Hersen. 
1965) that Is shown In more detaIl In AppendIx I, was used 
to reduce variabIlIty: 
BI-Ai 
Ai 
where Bl Was the mean performance Jeve] for letter Group 1 
in the trial serles immedlately following the treatment 
intervention. and Ai was the mean performance across all 
baselIne days (the initial series) for the same letter 
group. 
Methodological Assumptions 
It Is assumed that all chIldren who took part In the study 
had been accurately identified at Chedoke-McMaster Hospitals 
as having sensorimotor dlfficulties. It 1s also assumed that 
the evaluato~s we~e consistent f~am session to session In 
thel~ sco~lng. following ve~ba) and w~itten Instruction. 
LImItatIons 
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Although eva)uato~s we~e asked to admInlste~ the t~ials at a 
consistent time. It was felt that. with demands of 
conflictIng schedules, this would not always be possible. 
Consequently, perfo~mance levels mIght have va~Ied pa~tlally 
as a ~esult of fluctuating levels of alertness. 
Due to the time ~est~alnts. it was necessary to schedule 
treatment sessions and t~Ials around Ma~ch b~eak fo~ two of 
the chIld~en. This ~esulted in an unintentional one-week 
"washout" period. 
Effo~ts were made to prevent the "learning" of the 
combInations of lette~s by p~ovlding the child with 
diffe~ent combinatIons for the fl~st six trIals, then 
repeating these combInations for the next serIes of sIx 
trials, and each subsequent series. However. a chIld with a 
strong memory might have retained some informatIon, thus 
making subsequent trials easIer. 
Restatement of the P~oblem SItuation 
This study examined the effects of a multlsenso~y w~lting 
p~og~am on the speed and qualIty of cu~slve w~ltlng of 
chlld~en with senso~lmoto~ dIffIcultIes, en~olled In the 
Junlo~ g~ades In the Hamllton-Wentwo~th school system. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
Findings Related to OLiginal Hypotheses 
The fiLst hypothesIs stated 1n the inItial chapteL was that. 
following each of five sessions of a multlsensoLY wLltlng 
pLogLamme, fOUL chlldLen with sensoLimotoL dIfficulties 
exhIbIt a statistIcally signifIcant decLease In qualIty 
SCOLes on the letteL gLOUP leaLned dULlng the pLeceding 
session. 
The second hypothesis stated that, followIng each of fIve 
sessons of a multlsensoLY wLiting pLogLamme, fOUL chlldLen 
with sensoLimotoL dIfficultIes exhibit a statistically 
slgnificant decLease In speed SCOLes on the letteL gLOUP 
leaLned dULIng the pLeceding session. 
Child A 
Visual AnalysIs 
Visual analysis of qual1ty and speed of all letteL gLOUPS 
fOL child A Indicated a gLeat deal of vaLlance In 
ImpLovement fLom the baseline to inteLventlon phase. 
While the quality SCOLes fOL letteL GLOUP 1 (FiguLe 1) 
followIng InteLventlon weLe JoweL than those dULlng the 
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baseline phase. all but one fell above the trend line, and 
thus the change in trend was not significant at the £<.06 
level, as determined by Bloom/s probabIlity table 
(Ottenbacher, 198p). 
The quality scores for letter Group 2 (Figure 2) 
demonstrated considerable variation during the baselIne 
phase with a trend towards increase in scores. There was an 
immediate decrease In scores following interventIon, with 
all data points throughout this phase remaining below the 
trend line. The change In trend was statIstically 
signIficant at the £<.06 level. 
The qualIty scores for letter Group 3 (Figure 3) also varied 
considerably throughout the baseline phase. Scores following 
InterventIon were more consistent, with all data points, 
agaIn falling below the trend line. There was statistical 
significance at the £<.06 level. 
The qualIty scores for letter Group 4 decreased throughout 
the baselIne phase, so that, at the time of Intervention, 
poInt scores were already low (Figure 4). While 
post-intervention scores remained consistently low due to 
the spontaneous improvement prior to the intervention, all 
data points followIng interventIon were above the trend 
lIne. The change In trend was therefore not statIstically 
signIfIcant at the £<.05 level. 
QualIty scores for letter Group 5 (Figure 5) increased 
throughout the baselIne phase wIth a sharp declIne 
immediately following interventIon. While scores In the 
post-interventIon phase were similar to those In the early 
trIals of the baselIne phase. the increasing trend line 
resulted in all post-intervention data points being below 
it. The change was statistically significant at the £<.05 
) eve I • 
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The speed scores for letter Group 1 (FIgure 6) remained 
relatively unchanged fram the baselIne phase to the 
post-intervention phase, wIth only a marginal lowering of 
scores durIng the fInal trials. While one of the data pOints 
following InterventIon fell below the trend line, ten of the 
twelve post-interventIon data pOints were required to be 
under the line in order for statistIcal signIfIcance at the 
£<.05 level to occur (Ottenbacher. 1986). 
Speed scores for letter Group 2 (Figure 7) decreased 
dramatIcally wIthIn the short baseline phase, creating a 
trend line which reached the x-axis ( 0 point score) almost 
immedIately. As a result, while there was an evident 
decrease in scores subsequent to the intervention. 
statistical sIgnIficance at the ~<.05 level was not 
achievable. 
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Speed scores for letter Group 3 (FIgure 8) showed a pattern 
sImIlar to. though not as dramatIc as. that of letter Group 
2. Scores decreased during the baseline perIod with the 
result that the trend line reached the x-axis prIor to the 
end of the trials, makIng statIstIcal signifIcance 
unmanageable. 
Speed scores for letter Group 4 (FIgure 9) decreased 
gradually throughout the baseline period, with the decrease 
contInuIng Into the post-InterventIon phase. While four of 
the six data points following intervention lay below the 
celeration line, Bloom/s probabilIty table requIres that all 
six of six data poInts lIe below the line in order for the 
change in trend to be statIstIcally signIfIcant. 
Speed scores for letter Group 5 (FIgure 10) followed a 
pattern simIlar to that of letter Group 2. There was a rapId 
decrease In scores durIng the baseline phase with a 
resulting trend line that achieved the x-axIs immediately 
followIng the Intervention. There was no statistIcal 
sIgnifIcance at the ~<.05 level. 
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Statistical Analysis 
The means (x) and standard devIatIons (S.D.) of quality and 
speed scores for chIld A are presented in Tables 1 - 5. 
The means of quality scores for letter Group 1 decreased 
markedly durIng the series of trIals admInIstered prIor to 
the 1nterventlon, wIth a slIght increase In the mean 
following the intervention. Standard devIations decreased 
over tIme with the exception of serIes five whIch 
demonstrates an Increased varIance (Table 1). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 2 decreased 
signIfIcantly from Series 1 to SerIes 2. which Immediately 
followed the InterventIon. Standard devIations also 
decreased markedly from SerIes 1 to SerIes 2 as chIld A 
demonstrated conSistency following the intervention. There 
was a slIght increase In the varIance of the scores In 
subsequent serIes, however. not as great as that of the 
InItIal series (Table 2). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 3 were fairly 
consIstent for the fIrst three series of trials. Immediately 
followIng the intervention, the mean dropped significantly. 
and remained low for the remainder of the trials. Standard 
deviatIons were fairly consistent throughout the series with 
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the exception of Series 3 which had widely discrepant scores 
(Table 3). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 4 demonstrated 
a decline throughout the serIes with slight increases at 
SerIes 2 and 6. There was not a large decrease followlng 
intervention prior to Serles 6. Standard deviatIons dId 
decrease throughout with the varIance in scores beIng least 
pronounced in SerIes 6 (Table 4). 
The means of quality scores for letter Group 6 showed a 
decrease from Series 2 to Series 3, the series following 
intervention. There was a rise in the means of the two 
subsequent series before it decreased again. Standard 
deviations remained consistent throughout the trIals 
(Table 6). 
~ data transformatIon was applied to the mean of all letter 
groups for SerIes 2 to 6. ~ll letter groups subsequently 
received a rankIng for the series follOWing intervention, 
with the ranklngs as follows: letter Group 1 - 2, letter 
Group 2 - 1, letter Group 3 - 3, letter Group 4 - 1, and 
letter Group 6 - 1 (Table 6). 
~l) ranks for individual letter groups were totalled for a 
global ranking of Rn = 8. The tabled value required for 
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significance at the .05 level for fIve behavIours is Rn = 6 
(Barlow & Hersen, 1985), therefore, the change in quality 
scores for Child A was not statistically significant. 
The means of speed scores for letter group 1 demonstrated a 
gradual decrease over time. The standard devIations for all 
series were consistent wIth the exceptIon of the first 
serIes where a large varIance was seen due to extremely high 
scores on the first two trials (Table 1). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 2 decrease 
markedly from Series 1 to 2, the series Immediately 
following intervention. FollowIng thIs, there was a slow 
decline In means to the end of the series. Standard 
deviations showed a decreasing trend, with fluctuations 
throughout the series. VarIance was largest during the 
Initial series (Table 2). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 3 declIned 
gradually through the sIx serIes. There was a marginal 
decrease In the mean of the sIxth series following the 
Intervention. Standard deviations fluctuated consIderably 
throughout the six series with variance greatest durIng the 
InitIal series (Table 3). 
. I 
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The means of letter Group 4 showed a pattern simIlar to that 
of letter Group 3 with a gradual decrease as the series 
progressed. The standard deviations for all serIes were 
fairly stable with the exception of SerIes 1, where the 
varIance in scores was great due to extreme scores for 
Trials 3 and 5 (Table 4). 
The means of letter Group 5 gradually decreased from Series 
1 to 6, with the exceptIon of a slight increase in SerIes 3, 
Immediately following intervention. The standard deviation 
for thIs series was also incongruent due to an elevated 
speed score on Trial 16 (Table 5). 
A data transformation was applied to the mean of all letter 
Groups for Series 2 to 6, and subsequent ranklngs were as 
follows: letter Group 1 - 2, letter Group 2 - 2, letter 
Group 3 - 1, letter Group 4 - 2, and letter Group 5 - 1 
(Table 7). 
All ranks of speed for individual groups were totalled, for 
a fInal rank of Rn = 8. ThIs was not statistically 
signifIcant at the .05 level as determined by Kapusky;s 
table of maximum values (Barlow & Hersen, 1985). 
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Table 1 
Mean SQQr;::ef;i aDd Standar;::d De~latlQn~ fQr;:: 
Letter;:: ~rQue 1 : COlI d A 
Qual i ty Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 16.94 7.06 70.41 13.35 
1 23.67 5.35 85.67 17.42 
2 23.83 2.99 75.33 8.02 
3 18.00 4.86 63.50 8.50 
4 10.67 4.93 70.50 9.85 
5* 11 .33 5.13 66.83 9.77 
6 11.00 2.37 60.67 9.37 
Table 2 
Mean S~Qr;::ef;i aDd Standar;::Q De~latlQOf;i fQr;:: 
Letter GrQye 2: Co 1 1 g 'A 
Qua I i ty Speed 
SerIes M SD M SD 
Entire 19.77 8.50 81.00 13.46 
1 33.83 7.94 100.17 14.88 
2* 21.50 3.83 83.33 12.45 
3 15.00 4.73 82.50 5.36 
4 16.20 4.02 73.60 1.52 
5 16.50 6.02 72.33 9.35 
6 15.00 4.52 72.83 7.88 
Table 3 
Mean S~Qr;::fH::! and Standar;::d De~latlQn6 fQr;:: 
Lgtter ~r;::Qye ~: Cn 11 g A 
Quality Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 11.34 6.96 73.00 14.69 
1 15.00 4.43 93.50 16.39 
2 20.67 1.97 80.00 11.61 
3 13.33 7.58 69.50 3.62 
4* 7.00 3.32 66.60 7.02 
5 6.50 2.17 63.83 11.77 
6 4.83 3.43 63.50 6.69 
* Denotes Series following Intervention 
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Table 4 
M~ao S"Qr~~ gOd StgoQarQ D~ylatlQo~ fQr 
L~tt~J;;: grQuQ 1: Qbll d 6 
Qua 11 ty Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 6.86 4.54 90.00 15.45 
1 9.83 4.36 108.17 24.54 
2 11.50 5.43 92.50 8.36 
3 8.00 2.68 92.50 7.64 
4 3.20 2.49 88.80 7.76 
5 4.17 2.48 80.83 6.43 
6* 3.83 1.47 77.00 9.30 
Table 5 
M~ao S"Qr~e god Staodard DeylatlQo~ fQr 
L~tt~r gJ;;:QYQ g: Qbll d 6 
Qua I i ty Speed 
Serles M SD M SD 
Entir-e 15.74 5.27 54.06 11.90 
1 17.50 2.59 63.17 8.45 
2 21.67 4.08 52.17 6.27 
3* 12.67 5.12 61.00 23.33 
4 16.20 3.63 50.60 2.41 
5 15.67 5.39 49.50 3.83 
6 10.83 3.60 47.33 5.92 
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Table 6 
Data Transformation on Means of Quality Scores: 
ChIld 1\ 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 +.10 -.23 -.55 -.52(2) 
2 -.34(1) 
3 +.37 -.11 -.53(3) 
4 + .16 - .19 -.67 -.57 -.61(1) 
5 +.23 -.27(1) 
The number in parentheses denotes the ranking accredited to 
the data transformation for the Series following 
intervention of a letter Group 
Table 7 
Data TraDsfQrmatloD OD Means of Speed SCQres: 
ChI I d A 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 - .12 -.26 - .18 -.22(2) 
2 -.16(2) 
3 - .14 -.26 -.29(1) 
4 - .14 - .14 - .18 -.25 -.29(1) 
5 - .17 -.03(4) 
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Child B 
Visual Analysis 
Visual analysis of quality of letter Groups for child B 
indicated considerably more consistency in improvement from 
the baselIne to intervention phase. while speed for the 
letter Groups demonstrated very little pattern at all. 
The qualIty scores for letter Group 1 (Figure 11) 
demonstrated minimal variation during the baseline phase 
with a slight decreasing trend. There was an Immediate 
decrease in scores following the intervention, with all data 
pOints throughout this phase remaining below the trend line. 
The change In trend was statIstIcally signifIcant at the .05 
level. 
A simIlar pattern emerged in the quality scores for letter 
Group 2 (Figure 12), with only a slight increase in the 
variance of scores during the baselIne phase. All but two of 
the 23 data points In the intervention phase fell below the 
line. Bloom's probability table (Ottenbacher. 1986) requires 
that a minimum of 18 of the 23 data pOints be below the line 
in order for signIficance to occur. therefore the change in 
trend was statistically significant at the .05 level. 
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The qualIty scores for letter Group 3 (FIgure 13) decreased 
markedly durIng the baseline phase, creatIng a trend line 
which reached the x-axis immediately followIng the 
intervent1on. Thus statIstical sIgnifIcance for this letter 
Group was unmanageable. 
The qualIty scores for letter Group 4 (FIgure 14) decreased 
gradually through the baseline phase wIth a noticeable drop 
after the interventIon. All data points during the 
intervention phase fell below the trend lIne making it 
statistically signifIcant at the .05 level. 
There was a wIde varIance of qualIty scores during the 
baseline of letter Group 5 (FIgure 16). Eleven of the 16 
data points in the intervention phase fell below the trend 
linel however, thIs is not enough for SignifIcance to occur. 
The speed scores for letter Group 1 (Figure 16) were wIdely 
dIscrepant durIng the baselIne phase. with an increasing 
trend following intervention. There was not statistical 
sIgnificance at the .05 level. 
A slmila~ pattern to that of quality scores for Group 3 
occurred wIth the speed scores of letter Group 2 (Figure 
17). The trend line fell dramatically, reaching the x-axIs 
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immediately following intervention. Statistical significance 
was not achievable. 
The speed scores for letter Group 3 (Figure 18) demonstrated 
a slIghtly increasing trend during the baseline phase. There 
was a decrease followIng the interventIon. and all 
subsequent scores fell below the trend lIne. yielding 
statIstical significance at the .05 level. 
The speed scores for letter Group 4 (Figure 19) demonstrated 
a noticeably Increasing trend through the baseline phase, 
with scores falling off following the interventIon. All data 
pOints during the intervention phase fell below the trend 
lIne. making It statistically signlficant at the .05 level. 
The speed scores of letter Group 5 (Figure 20) showed a wIde 
varIance of scores through both the baseline and 
intervention phases. There was no change In trend from one 
phase to the other. therefore statistical signifIcance did 
not occur. 
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Statistical Analysis 
The means and standard devIations of qualIty and speed 
scores for chIld B are presented In Tables 8 - 12. 
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The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 1 showed a 
significant decrease from Series 2 to Series 3, which 
ImmedIately followed Intervention. There was a further 
decrease from Series 3 to 4, with no further sIgnificant 
changes In the final two series. There were fluctuations In 
standard deviations throughout the six series. however no 
evident pattern from beginning to end (Table 8). 
The means of quality scores for letter Group 2 demonstrated 
a decrease from Series 1 to 2, following interventIon. There 
were noticeable decreases In each of the subsequent series 
also. The standard deviation was greatest in Series 1, with 
decreases occurring in all subsequent serIes but Series 5 
(Table 9). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 3 showed a 
pattern similar to that of letter Group 2 with decreases 
throughout the six series, Including Series 5 which followed 
intervention. Standard deviations were generally lowest in 
latter series with the exception of Series 2, where there 
was minimal variance in scores (Table 10). 
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The means of quality scores for letter Group 4 demonstrate 
an increase from Series 1 to 2. with decreases in subsequent 
series including Series 5 which followed intervention. 
Standard deviations were extremely varied. wIth no evident 
pattern from beginning to end (Table 11). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 5 again 
decreased consIstently through the six series, with the 
largest Jump occurrIng at SerIes 4, following the 
Intervention. Standard deviations showed a similar decline 
as quality scores became more consistent (Table 12). 
A data transformation was applied to the mean of letter 
groups for SerIes 2 to 6. and subsequent rankings of letter 
groups following intervention were as follows: letter Group 
1 - 1, letter Group 2 - 1. letter Group 3 - 1, letter Group 
4 - 2, and letter Group 6 - 1 (Table 13). 
All ranks of quality for indivIdual groups were totalled, 
for a final rank of Rn = 6. SInce this equals the tabled 
value needed for statIstIcal significance, the decrease in 
quality scores for child B was statIstIcally significant at 
the .06 level. 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 1 remained very 
stable throughout 6 of the 6 series, with the only 
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noticeable decrease occurrIng In the fInal serIes. There 
were more fluctuations In standard deviations. with the 
greatest amount of variance In scores occurring In the first 
serIes, due to a particularly low score on Trial 4. and in 
Series 3. where Trial 13 was particularly hIgh (Table 8). 
As In letter Group 1. the means of speed scores for letter 
Group 2 remained relatIvely consistent throughout the six 
serIes. There was only a slight decrease followIng 
interventIon at the beginning of Serles 2. There were marked 
fluctuatIons In the standard deviatIons. with the greatest 
consistency In scores occurring In SerIes 2. immediately 
after the interventIon (Table 9). 
Means of speed scores for letter Group 3 were very 
consistent through the fIrst five series. Following 
intervention prior to SerIes 6, there was a Significant drop 
In the mean score. The standard devIation was also lowest In 
SerIes 6. There was conslderably more varIance In scores In 
earlier serles (Table 10). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 4 remained very 
consistent throughout all serIes. There was no decrease 
following intervention at the start of SerIes 5. Standard 
deviations were somewhat more scattered. with a slight 
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increase in consIstency of scores following the intervention 
(Table 11). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 5 demonstrated 
minimal changes throughout. with the exception of Series 4. 
followIng intervention. at which point there was an 
increase. Standard deviatIons were relatIvely consistent 
throughout the sIx serIes (Table 12). 
Following a data transformation on the mean of all letter 
groupS for SerIes 2 to 6, a rankIng was applIed to Jetter 
groups following intervention as follows: letter Group 1 -
1, Jetter Group 2 - 1. letter Group 3 - 1, letter Group 4 -
2, and letter Group 5 - 3 (Table 14). 
All ranks for individual letter groups were summed for a 
total ranking of Rn = 8, exceeding the maximum value of Rn = 
6. Therefore, there was not statIstIcal signifIcance in 
change at the .05 level. 
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Table 8 
MtUlD fh::a:U::fU3 a fI d 6taDda~d D~~latloD6 for 
L~tt~( ~(QUI2 1 : Qbll g a 
Quality Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 10.77 10.38 63.71 9.84 
1 24.50 3.62 65.17 11.14 
2 25.33 6.66 62.33 1.53 
3* 12.17 2.99 67.50 10.97 
4 2.00 1. 79 68.67 7.23 
5 4.25 5.19 67.50 4.80 
6 1.50 1.22 51.67 5.82 
Table 9 
M~gD S~Q(~~ gllg StgDQg(Q De~latlQIl~ fQ( 
L~tt~( G(Q3.&12 2: Qbll Q a 
Quality Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 21.52 18.68 63.71 9.09 
1 53.67 10.03 69.50 10.67 
2* 27.33 7.51 62.67 2.31 
3 22.67 4.63 67.33 8.19 
4 12.50 3.78 64.67 6.50 
5 6.75 7.63 60.00 10.98 
6 4.17 2.32 56.33 8.02 
Table 10 
M~aD S~O~~6 and Standard D~~latlon6 for 
Lf:ttf:~ GCQ3.&12 ~: Qblld a 
Quality Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 28.84 18.75 57.65 10.39 
1 48.83 12.61 58.67 11.18 
2 47.33 4.16 59.33 6.03 
3 41.00 12.20 63.50 12.65 
4 18.83 6.88 58.67 10.63 
5 11.00 5.35 59.75 7.18 
6* 9.33 5.99 47.50 5.65 
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Table 11 
M~aD Sr,;eQr~~ aDd StanQard D~~latlQD~ fQr: 
L~tter GrouQ 4: Cbi 1 d B 
Qua 1 1 ty Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 30.32 13.26 54.65 7.44 
1 40.17 9.06 52.33 9.29 
2 48.00 1. 73 53.00 1.00 
3 36.50 3.94 59.00 8.31 
4* 30.33 11.36 54.83 9.11 
5 18.00 2.94 56.75 4.03 
6 13.67 4.27 51.33 5.50 
Table 12 
M~aD Sr,;eQr:~e and Standard D~~latlQDe fQt: 
L~tt~t: Qt:Q!JQ ~: Cb 11 Q B 
Qua 11 ty Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 27.77 16.72 46.10 7.42 
1 47.33 15.69 42.33 5.68 
2 48.00 12.29 49.33 3.51 
3 30.50 11.11 47.00 6.42 
4* 17.67 6.41 54.25 8.22 
5 15.25 2.63 47.75 7.04 
6 13.83 2.86 40.83 6.85 
Table 13 
Data Transformation on Means of QualIty Scores: 
ChI} dB 
Letter Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Table 14 
Series 
2 3 
+.03 -.50(1) 
-.49(1) 
-.03 -.16 
+.20 -.09 
+ .01 - .35 
4 5 6 
-.61 -.77 -.71(1) 
-.25 -.55(2) 
- .63<1 ) 
Dgta TransformatIon 00 Means of Speed Scores: 
Chi 1 d B 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 -.04 +.04(1) 
2 -.10(1) 
3 +.01 +.08 0.0 +.02 . 19( 1 ) 
4 +.01 + .14 +.04 +.08(2) 
5 + .16 + • 11 +.28(3) 
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Child C 
Visual Analysis 
Visual analysIs of quality and speed scores of all letter 
Groups for child C indicated considerable variance In 
Improvement from the baselIne to InterventIon phase. 
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The quality scores for letter Group 1 are plotted on the 
graph In Figure 21. Only two trials were admInistered prior 
to the intervention, thus a trend line could not be 
computed. 
The qualIty scores for letter Group 2 decreased durIng the 
baseline phase (Figure 22), continued to decrease following 
intervention. However, the trend line reached the x-axis 
prior to the end of the trials, so that most of the data 
points post-intervention remained above it. SignIficance was 
not achieved at the .05 level. 
There was a very sIgnificant decrease in quality scores of 
letter Group 3 durIng the baselIne phase (FIgure 23). 
AgaIn. while scores continued to drop following the 
intervention, very few of the data pOints during this phase 
fell below the trend line. There was not statIstical 
significance at the .05 level. 
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The quality scores for letter Group 4 are plotted on the 
graph in FIgure 24. While there was a decrease in scores 
following intervention. only four post-intervention trials 
were completed. The mInImum number of post-intervention data 
poInts needed to compute statistIcal sIgnifIcance Is six. 
QualIty scores for letter Group 5 (FIgure 25) present a 
pattern similar to that of letter Group 3. The trend line 
reached the x-axis ImmedIately following the intervention; 
thus. all post-intervention data points remained above It. 
StatIstical significance was not achieved. 
The speed scores for letter Group 1 are plotted on the graph 
In Figure 26. As In the qualIty scores for letter Group 1, 
only two trIals were administered prior to intervention, and 
therefore a trend line could not be drawn. 
The speed scores for letter Group 2 (FIgure 27) remained 
extremely consistent throughout the 36 trIals. There was 
minimal change In trend as determined by the trend line. 
therefore statistIcal signifIcance at the .05 level was not 
achieved. 
The speed scores for letter Group 3 (Figure 28) gradually 
decreased through the baselIne phase. then dropped sharply 
following intervention. Nineteen of the 21 post-intervention 
data pOints fell below the trend line. the minimum number 
required to achieve sIgnIficance at the .06 level beIng 
seventeen. 
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The speed scores for letter Group 4 are plotted on the graph 
in Figure 29. As in the quality scores for letter Group 4. 
only 4 post-intervention trials were administered. thus 
statistical sIgnifIcance could not be calculated. 
As in the quality scores for letter Group 6, the speed 
scores for thls letter Group (Figure 30) decreased 
dramatically during the baselIne phase. and In this case, 
the trend line reached the x-axis at the pOint of 
Intervention. All data poInts following intervention 
obviously remained above the trend line. thus significance 
was not achieved. 
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Statistical Analysis 
The means and standa~d deviatIons of quality and speed 
sco~es fo~ chIld C a~e presented in Tables 15 - 19. 
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The means of qualIty scores fo~ letter G~oup 1 decreased 
significantly from Series 1 to 2, the series of trials 
administered Immediately following Intervention. Mean scores 
remained faIrly stable following this. Standard deviations 
we~e ve~y low for the first series, with an inc~ease in 
variance of scores following intervention. Scores became 
more consistent agaIn during the final series of t~la)s 
(Table 15). 
The means of qualIty scores for lette~ G~ouP 2 decreased 
through the fIrst three series, stabIlized, then fell again 
immedIately followIng interventIon at the begInning of 
Series 5. There was a great deal of variation In the 
standard devIations with the least degree of variance of 
scores beIng found In SerIes 5 (Table 16). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 3 showed a 
marked decrease from SerIes 1 to Series 3, the series 
following intervention, with the mean scores remainIng 
fairly consistent after this. Again, the standard deviation 
was low in the se~ies follOWing intervention wIth an 
Inc~ease in subsequent se~ies befo~e anothe~ dec~ease in 
va~iance In the final se~les (Table 17). 
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The means of quality sco~es fo~ lette~ G~oup 4 demonst~ated 
~emarkable consistency throughout the entl~e set of se~ies. 
with a slight d~op in the final series following 
intervention. The standa~d deviation was ext~emely low In 
the initial series since the only two t~lals administe~ed 
produced similar scores. It then rose. remaining fairly 
consistent to the end of the six series (Table 18). 
The means of quality scores for letter G~oup 5 demonst~ated 
a dec~ease through the first th~ee series. prior to 
Intervention. There was no significant dec~ease in mean 
scores following intervention. Standard deviations for 
letter Group 6 decreased wIth each series. with the most 
notIceable d~ops occur~lng following intervention, in Series 
4 and 6 (Table 19). 
A data transformation was applied to the mean of all letter 
groups for Series 2 to 6, and a subsequent ranking applied 
to letter groups as follows: letter Group 1 - 2. lette~ 
Group 2 - 1, letter Group 3 - 3, letter Group 4 - 1, and 
letter Group 6 - 2 (Table 20). 
. i 
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All ranks for individual letter groups were totalled for a 
global ranking of Rn = 9. SInce thIs exceeded the maxImum 
value of Rn = 6, the change in qualIty scores was not 
statistically sIgnIficant at the .05 level. 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 1 showed the 
greatest deal of change from Series 1 to 2. following 
interventIon. Subsequent decreases were much smaller. with 
the means for Series 4 through 6 remainIng constant. There 
was remarkable varIance during Series 1, due to a wide 
dIscrepancy between the scores of the two trIals in thIs 
series. Scores stabIllzed followIng InterventIon (Table 15). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 2, agaIn showed 
the greatest deal of change from Series 1 to 2. There was 
another moderate decrease form Series 2 to 3 before means 
became somewhat consistent. The standard deviatIon was agaln 
hIgh during Series 1, with scores stabIlizing in subsequent 
series (Table 16). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 3 demonstrate a 
drop from Series 1 to 2, and agaIn from 2 to 3, the series 
followIng intervention. The remainder of the serIes remaIn 
constant in mean scores. The standard devIation was greatest 
in Series 1 as Is the case in previous letter groups for 
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child C. Scores were much more consistent In the last five 
series (Table 17). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 4 decreased from 
Series 1 to 2, the remained fairly consistent. There was no 
decrease after interventIon at Series 6. Standard deviations 
varied moderately with variance being greatest Just prior to 
InterventIon (Table 18). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 5 were again 
extremely hIgh, with a drop from Series 1 to 2, and again 
from 2 to 3. There was no decrease following intervention at 
Series 4. Standard deviations were also hIghest in the first 
two series IndicatIng a wide variance of scores prior to 
intervention (Table 19). 
A data transformation was applied to the mean of all letter 
Groups for SerIes 2 to 6, and letter Groups subsequently 
received the following rankings: letter Group 1 - 2, letter 
Group 2 - 1, letter Group 3 - 3, letter Group 4 - 1, and 
letter Group 5 - 2 (Table 21). 
All ranks for IndIvidual letter groups were totalled for a 
global ranking of Rn = 9. This exceeded the maxImum value 
need for signifIcance, therefore there was not statistical 
signIficance at the .05 level. 
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Table 15 
tie an S~QC~~ gnd StanQgcd D~~lgtlQn~ fQC 
L~tt~r GrQuQ 1 : Cb i 1 d C 
QuaIl tv Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 88.90 34.21 110.79 37.54 
1 195.00 4.24 208.50 101.12 
2* 89.83 13.53 129.50 13.65 
3 91.80 10.76 104.40 16.62 
4 91.83 17.90 94.00 8.27 
5 66.83 11. 81 93.83 9.70 
6 59.50 5.07 92.50 8.66 
Table 16 
M~gn SgQr~s gOd StgOQsCQ D~~lgtlQO~ fQC 
Letter G(QuQ 2: Chl1 d C 
Qua 11 tv Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 88.90 27.73 95.52 56.15 
1 152.00 9.90 256.00 164.05 
2 112.17 24.48 102.67 17.47 
3 85.40 11 .15 74.80 9.09 
4 83.50 13.03 79.67 7.66 
5* 68.50 9.46 75.33 10.50 
6 65.50 12.92 84.50 9.43 
Table 17 
M~gn SgQ(~~ gng Stangg(g D~~latlQns fQ( 
L~tter GrouQ ~: Cbi I d C 
Qua 11 tv Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 59.62 30.78 94.14 19.51 
1 132.50 27.58 146.50 31.82 
2 89.83 14.99 107.83 9.00 
3* 53.40 8.38 86.00 9.64 
4 47.33 11.38 86.83 7.11 
5 40.50 16.36 84.50 5.92 
6 32.75 5.44 83.00 6.48 
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Table 18 
MeaD S~Q[e§ and StgDgg[Q De~latlQD§ fQ[ 
Letter GrQYI2 ~: ~bllg Q 
Quail ty Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 63.28 15.10 78.41 14.68 
1 60.50 .70 108.50 6.36 
2 76.83 16.08 88.17 8.93 
3 67.40 8.90 69.20 6.61 
4 64.83 10.38 69.33 10.39 
5 58.33 12.32 77.50 16.48 
6* 44.25 14.86 77.25 7.68 
Table 19 
MeaD S~Q[~~ god Staoda[d De~latlQD§ fQ[ 
Letter Groul2 5: Cbi I d C 
Qua Ii ty Speed 
Series M SO M SO 
Entire 69.86 26.29 83.79 25.34 
1 140.00 22.27 139.50 17.68 
2 87.50 20.51 98.17 38.14 
3 60.80 16.44 73.80 9.40 
4* 56.00 11.19 74.33 8.82 
5 60.00 6.60 75.00 7.64 
6 55.25 5.91 74.25 4.11 
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Table 20 
Data Transformation on Means of Quality Scores: 
Chi} d C 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 -.54(1) 
2 -.26 -.53 -.45 -.55(1) 
S -.S2 -.44(S) 
4 +.26 +.11 +.07 -.04 -.27(1) 
5 -.38 -.57 -.06(2) 
Table 21 
Data Transformation on Means of Speed Scores: 
Chlld C 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 -.S8(2) 
2 -.69 -.71 -.69 -.65(1) 
S -.26 -.41(S) 
4 -.2S -.S6 -.S6 -.29 -.Sl(l) 
5 -.29 -.47 -.47(2) 
ChIld D 
Visual Analysis 
Visual analysis of qualIty and speed of all letter Groups 
for child D indicates a great deal of variance of change 
from the baseline to the InterventIon phase. 
The qualIty scores for letter Group 1 (Figure 31) 
demonstrated a gradually increasing trend during the 
baseline phase. There was a signIficant decrease in scores 
at the time of intervention, with all data points In the 
post-intervention phase remaining below the trend line. 
There was Significance at the .05 level. 
The quality scores for letter Group 2 (Figure 32) 
demonstrated considerable variation during the baseline 
phase. While there was a decrease in scores following 
intervention, only four post-test trials were completed, 
therefore statistical signifIcance could not be computed. 
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The quality scores for Jetter Group 3 (Figure 33) 
demonstrated a decreaSing trend during the baseline phase 
with scores remaining constant durIng the post-Intervention 
phase. All data points, therefore. remained above the trend 
line, and significance at the .05 level was not achieved. 
A sImilar pattern was seen In the qualIty scores of lette~ 
Group 4 'Flgu~e 34). The~e was no change 1n t~end between 
the baseline and the post-inte~ventlon phase, and 
statIstical sIgnifIcance did not occu~. 
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The qualIty scores fo~ lette~ Group 5 (Flgu~e 35) again 
dec~eased through the baseline phase. without a similar 
decrease du~lng the post-intervention phase. All but one of 
the data points ~emalned above the t~end line, and there was 
no statistIcal significance. 
The speed scores fo~ letter Group 1 (FIgure 36) showed a 
slightly dec~easlng t~end In sco~es du~ing the baseline 
phase, wIth a marked Inc~ease following intervention. There 
was no statistical significance at the .05 level. 
The speed scores for Jetter Group 2 (Figure 37) remaIned 
extremely consistent throughout both the baseline and 
post-lnte~ventlon phases. There was not statistical 
significance. 
The speed scores for Jetter Group 3 (Figure 38) decreased 
dramatically during the baseline, with the trend line 
reachIng the x-axIs immedIately followIng intervention. 
Thus, all data pOints remained above the lIne, and 
signIficance was not achIeved. 
The speed scores for letter Group 4 (Figure 39) fell more 
gradually durIng the baselIne phase. with scores remaining 
constant through the post-intervention phase. There was no 
statIstical sIgnIfIcance at the .05 level. 
As In letter Group 3. the speed scores for letter Group 5 
(Figure 40) decreased sharply durIng the baseline phase so 
that the trend line reached the x-axis at the point of 
Intervention. Statistical significance was unmanageable. 
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i 
Statistical Analysis 
The means and standard deviations of qualIty and speed 
scores for child D are presented in Tables 22 - 26. 
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The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 1 remained 
fairly consistent for the first four series before 
decreasing followIng intervention prior to Series 5. The 
standard deviations for all series were very consistent with 
the exceptIon of Series 4 during which tIme considerable 
variance in scores occured (Table 22). 
The means of qualIty scores for letter Group 2 decreased 
from Series 1 to 2, the serIes followIng interventIon, with 
another slight decrease In the following series before the 
means stabilized. Standard deviations were fairly stable 
throughout all six serIes (Table 23). 
The means of quality scores for letter Group 3 were very 
consistent through the first five serIes with an increase in 
Series 6. Standard deviations showed varIance in the scores 
of Series 1 and 5, with more consistent scores during the 
other series (Table 24). 
The means of quality scores for letter Group 4 were very 
inconsistent with very low scores in SerIes 2 and 4. the 
latter following intervention. All other series were 
considerably hIgher wIth the sixth and final serIes being 
the highest. Standard deviations were very consistent 
throughout all six serIes (Table 26). 
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The means of quality scores for letter Group 5 remained very 
stable throughout the entire set of serIes with a slight 
Increase In the final one. Standard devIatIons were also 
extremely consIstent wIth the exception of Series 5 where 
there was considerably more variance (Table 26). 
A data transformatIon, applIed to the mean of all Jetter 
groups for SerIes 2 to 6 yielded the following ranklngs for 
letter groups following intervention: letter Group 1 - 1, 
letter Group 2 - 1, letter Group 3 - 5. letter Group 4 - 1, 
and letter Group 6 - 2 (Table 27). 
All ranks of qualIty for indivIdual groups were summed, for 
a final rank of Rn = 10. This value was not statistically 
significant at the .05 level as determined by Kapusky's 
table (Barlow & Hersen. 1985). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 1 remained very 
stable during the six series wIth no decrease In Series 6 
following intervention. Standard deviations were high during 
the first four serIes. but consIderably lower following 
intervention (Table 22). 
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The means of speed scores for letter Group 2 remained 
consistent through the first five serles. with a significant 
decrease In SerIes 6 followIng Intervention. Standard 
devIations were highest In the Initial serIes due to a very 
low score on Trial 3, with a gradual decrease followIng this 
(Table 23). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 3 decreased from 
a high during Series 1, and remained extremely stable 
through the rest of the series. Standard deviations 
decreased from SerIes 1 to SerIes 3, then levelled off for 
the fInal three serIes (Table 24). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 4 followed a 
simIlar pattern to those of letter Group 1 In that they 
decreased following SerIes 1. and then stabilized. The 
standard deviatIon was also highest for SerIes 1. with a 
decrease 1n variance of scores In subsequent series 
(Table 25). 
The means of speed scores for letter Group 5 again followed 
a pattern similar to those of letter Groups 3 and 4 so that 
the mean In SerIes 1 was significantly higher than the rest, 
which were very flat. Standard devIations varIed little 
throughout the six series (Table 26). 
Following a data transformation on the mean of all letter 
groups for Series 2 to 6. letter groups received a ranking 
as follows: letter Group 1 - 2. letter Group 2 - 1. letter 
Group 3 - 1. letter Group 4 - 1. and letter Group 5 - 3 
(Table 28). 
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All ranks of speed for individual groups were totalled. for 
a final rank of Rn = 8. This value Is not statistically 
significant at the .05 level. 
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Table 22 
M~an 5~Q(~~ gnd Standgrd DI~lgtlQn~ for 
L~tt~r ~(QYI2 1 : Cbild D 
Quality Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 41.00 13.76 35.44 10.00 
1 40.33 8.52 43.33 13.97 
2 45.00 4.94 31.67 8.69 
3 55.50 3.62 29.00 9.94 
4 43.83 22.26 36.83 10.72 
5* 26.67 5.57 38.83 2.14 
6 31.50 4.65 31.75 2.22 
Table 23 
Mean S~Qrea and Standard De~latlQna for 
L~tt~r G[QYI2 2: C;o11d D 
Quality Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 26.29 9.08 47.56 13.05 
1 28.67 7.48 53.83 25.83 
2 28.50 6.66 50.17 14.80 
3 31.17 7.08 42.83 8.89 
4 29.83 10.63 44.33 4.55 
5 19.50 9.80 48.67 5.28 
6* 17.00 2.71 4.50 3.32 
Table 24 
Mean S~Qrea and Standard De~latlQna £Qr 
L~ttft( Y(QYI2 ~t Cblld D 
Quali ty Speed 
Series M SD M SD 
Entire 36.00 10.60 32.03 12.19 
1 34.00 11.15 54.00 16.40 
2* 39.00 6.07 38.33 10.19 
3 35.67 6.41 34.83 5.04 
4 35.17 8.30 34.50 5.36 
5 30.00 17.31 32.33 4.32 
6 45.25 8.42 32.75 3.30 
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Table 25 
Mean S~Q[e~ and Standard De~lgtlQn~ fQ[ 
Letter- Gr-QuI2 4: Chi 1 d D 
Qua 11 ty Speed 
Ser-ies M SD M SD 
Entlr-e 15.97 6.58 38.85 10.53 
1 16.33 5.89 51.60 16.66 
2 1.83 5.98 39.33 6.89 
3 15.00 3.35 35.17 5.98 
4* 1.00 4.52 37.33 9.50 
5 13.17 6.74 35.17 4.12 
6 27.25 5.12 32.50 2.65 
Table 26 
Mean S~on~s and StgnQgr;:d De~lgtlQD§ for;: 
Letter;: Gr;:QYQ 5: Cbl 1 g D 
QuaIl ty Speed 
SerIes M SD M 3D 
Entire 24.50 6.94 28.47 7.43 
1 24.17 5.38 38.00 6.23 
2 20.17 3.66 26.50 9.67 
3* 24.67 5.54 26.33 7.28 
4 23.17 3.06 28.00 5.18 
5 26.00 13.13 25.17 2.93 
6 31.00 1.83 26.00 3.17 
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Table 27 
DatA TrAnsformAtIon on MeAns of QUAlIty Scores: 
ChI} d D 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 +.12 +.38 0.0 -.34(1) 
2 -.01 +.09 +.04 -.32 -.41(1) 
3 +.14(5) 
4 -.15 -.08 -.14(1) 
5 -.17 +.02(2) 
Table 28 
DatA TransformAtion on MeAns of Speed Scores: 
ChIld D 
Series 
Letter Group 2 3 4 5 6 
1 -.27 -.33 -.15 -.10(2) 
2 -.07 -.20 -.18 -.18 -.17(1) 
3 -.29(1) 
4 -.24 -.32 -.28(1) 
5 -.30 -.31(3) 
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Summary of Results Relating to Hypotheses 
In conclusion, the first hypothesis stated in chapter 1 was 
that, following each of five sessions of a multisensory 
writing program, four chIldren with sensorimotor 
dIffIculties exhibit a statistically significant improvement 
1n quallty scores on the letter group learned during the 
preceding session. This hypothesis was supported for child 
C, but for none of the other chIldren. 
The second hypothesiS stated was that. following each of 
five sessions of a multisensory writing program. four 
chIldren with sensorimotor difficulties exhibit a 
statistically significant improvement in speed scores on the 
letter group learned during the preceding session. ifhls 
hypothesis was not supported for any of the children. 
However. there were definite patterns that occurred across 
all four children in areas of both visual and statistical 
analysiS. 
All children demonstrated a decreasing trend in most of 
theIr trend lines during the baseline phase of trlals. As a 
result. while decreases were often noted following 
intervention. they were frequently not great enough for the 
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post-lnte~ventlon data points to fall below the dec~easlng 
t~end lIne. 
The means of both quality and speed sco~es fo~ all fou~ 
chlld~en we~e usually highest du~lng the fl~st se~les. While 
the~e was a general decrease In subsequent serIes, in 
quallty scores the decrease was often greatest In the series 
followIng Intervention. Cont~ary to this, an increase often 
occurred following intervention for the speed sco~es. 
The standard deviations for all four children were usually 
highest in the first Series where a g~eat deal of variance 
of sco~es occurred, In both the quality and speed measures. 
While there was a general decrease In subsequent series, the 
largest drops in standard deviations frequently occurred in 
the series Immediately following intervention. 
Since decreases In means followIng Intervention were much 
mo~e frequent In qualIty ~ather than speed measures. It Is 
not surprising that global rankings for qualIty were 
consIderably lower than those fo~ speed for three of the 
four children. ChIld D~s scores presented a dIffe~ent 
patte~n, and possIble explanatIons for thIs pattern wIll be 
discussed In the next chapter. 
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Test of Written Language 
Each child was administered the Handwriting, Vocabulary and 
Thematic Maturity components of the TOWL prior to and 
followIng the completIon of the trIals. The tests were 
subsequently scored by a blind evaluator who was a certified 
Speech and Language Pathologist. Unfortunately the post-test 
TOWL for Child D was misplaced, therefore. comparisons were 
only made for three of the children. 
HandwrIting 
Two of the three children demonstrated improvements in 
rating from the pre-test to post-test, while the third child 
demonstrated a deterioration. Child A/s initial rating was 
4, while he received a final rating of 3. Chlld B improved 
from a rating of 1 to a ratIng of 2, and Child C from a 
rating of 0 to 1. 
vocabylary 
Unfortunately the qualIty of the work that the chIldren 
produced was so low for the most part as to preclude any 
measurement of vocabulary. (A minimum of 60 words Is needed 
In order for thIs component to be scored). Child B achIeved 
a score of 2 In vocabulary on his post-test. All other 
stories received a score of O. 
Thematic Maturity 
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There was consIderable varIance in the quality of the 
written language that was produced by the children. As was 
the case In handwrIting, Child A demonstrated a decrease In 
scores from 2 to 1. Child B improved significantly, 
achieving a pre-test score of 3 and a post-test score of 11. 
ChIld C maintained a score of 1 throughout the two 
assessments. 
QuestIonnaire 
Teachers of each of the children completed a questionnaire 
prior to and followIng the study in which they rated the 
child/s cursive writing at that particular time, In both 
qualIty and speed, In relatIon to the rest of the class. 
Prior to the study. chlld A was rated as 1. much slower than 
hIs peers. on a 9-point Likert-type scale pertaining to 
speed of writing. He received the same rating on quality of 
wrIting. indIcating that he was perceived as much poorer 
than his peers. On the post-study questionnaIre, the teacher 
rated his speed as 2, and his qualIty as 4. She qualified 
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her response by stating that. when effort was not applied. 
hIs quality deteriorated to a 2. 
Prior to the study. child B received a rating of 2 for speed 
of wrlting and a rating of 4 for qualIty of writIng. On the 
post-study questionnaire. his scores improved to a ratIng of 
3 for speed of writing, indicating that he was perceived as 
being somewhat slower than his peers. and a rating of 4 for 
qualIty of writing. 
Child C received ratings of 1 for both speed and quality of 
wrlting prior to the study indicating that he was perceived 
as being much slower and much poorer (legibIlity) than his 
peers in writing ability. On the post-study questionnaire. 
these ratings improved to 3, somewhat slower and somewhat 
poorer than peers. 
Child D/s teacher perceived his writing as being only 
slIghtly weaker than his classmates prior to the study. She 
gave him a ratIng of 3.6 for speed of wrItIng, and 5 for 
quality of writing. indicating that in this speclfic area, 
he was the same as his peers. On the post-study 
questlonnalre. his rating In speed improved to a 4, while 
his quality ratlng remained at 6. 
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Summary 
All children showed a decreasing trend in quality scores as 
the series progressed. There was a significant change in 
trend following interventIon for some of the letter groups 
for all of the chIldren. However, ChIld B was the only one 
to achieve statistical sIgnifIcance In quality scores when 
the test of ranks was applied. Speed scores showed a 
dIfferent pattern wIth a general increase following 
intervention. None of the four children achieved statistical 
signIfIcance followIng ranking. 
Results of the TOWL varied with Child B demonstrating 
Improvement In all of the three components measured. One of 
the other two who were administered the test demonstrated 
margInal improvement in the HandwrIting component while 
Vocabulary on both of their samples could not be measured 
due to the poor quality of the samples themselves. Results 
of the questionnaIre indicated that all four teachers 
perceived an improvement in speed of wrIting In the 
classroom following intervention, while three of the four 
stated that qualIty was better. 
CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION, 
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
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This study had its beginnings in the strong belief that more 
could be done In the school system for children 
experiencing sensorimotor difficulties, with resultant 
problems in written output. Since these chIldren experience 
considerable difficulty integrating sensory input, it seemed 
only natural that remediation should focus on this 
particular component of the process. 
A revIew of the literature strongly supported the close 
relationship between sensorimotor abIlity and handwriting. 
However, an examination of the lIterature dealing wIth the 
effectiveness of multisensory programmes yielded less 
conclusive results, both In the general population, and for 
children with learning dIsabIlitIes. The study was, 
therefore. developed to assist in providing more conclusive 
information in this area, and to answer the specific 
question "What are the effects of a multisensory writing 
program, if any, on the cursive writing abIlity of Children 
with sensorimotor difficulties?" 
A Single case with multiple baselines across behaviours 
design was used, with the behaviours beIng cursive writing 
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abIlIty of fIve distInct letter groups. The five groups were 
taught in random order, one group every two weeks, in a 
one-hour sessIon. Repeated measurements of wrItIng speed and 
qua1ity for each letter group were made. This design was 
repeated over three other cases. 
Results of the study yIelded statistica1 significance In 
trend changes in specific letter groups for all of the 
children. Only one chIld achieved statistical signifIcance 
In the Improvement In overall qualIty scores, while none of 
the children achieved statistIcal signifIcance in speed 
scores. 
The results of the study demonstrated consIderable variation 
across the four children with regards to effectiveness of 
the cursive writing program. While it is impossible to 
identlfy a specIfic causal relationship, a number of factors 
could have inf1uenced the eventua1 outcome. 
The variation in results may have reflected the individual 
strengths and weaknesses of the children and their 
relatIonship to the method of intervention. Certainly, the 
four children entered the study wIth varying 1evels of 
abilIty. ChIld D was experiencing the least degree of 
difficulty wIth cursive writing within hIs school setting, 
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both in the quality of the fo~mation of the lette~s, and the 
speed of output. Child C had only Just lea~ned the fo~matlon 
of the cu~sive lette~s, following years of struggle with 
w~itten output, and was fa~ f~om havIng established 
automatic "engrams" fo~ the lette~s at the outset of the 
study. Child A and Child B demonst~ated difficultIes that 
we~e somewhe~e between these two ext~emes. 
It was evident du~lng the study that Child A and Child D had 
addltional postu~al dlfficulties which affected how they 
sat, how they moved thei~ a~m ac~oss the page, and how they 
g~asped thei~ pencil. Since these difficulties we~e sepa~ate 
f~om the senso~imoto~ difficulties that they we~e 
expe~ienclng, these could not be add~essed by the ~esea~che~ 
du~ing the du~ation of the study. Equally it was not 
expected o~ lntended that the multlsenso~y p~og~am would 
have any spontaneous effect on these dIfficulties. 
Nonetheless, these were p~oblems that would have an 
additional effect on thel~ w~itten output. 
While three of the chIldren had no dIffIculty attendlng for 
the full hou~ of the~apy each session, ChIld A needed to be 
b~ought back to task on a numbe~ of occasions th~oughout the 
study. Similar difficulties we~e present in the class~oom, 
and his teache~ ~epo~ted that his perfo~mance In this area 
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on any given day was dependent as much on attentional and 
motivational factors as on ability. 
Factors such as the physical setting durIng administration 
of the trials, and the tIme of day and week during which the 
trials occurred may have also had varyIng effects on the 
different children. It was noted by the evaluators during 
the study that many trials had to be postponed due to 
professional development days, illness on the part of the 
student or the evaluator, and school events. In many 
Instances. trials subsequently occurred on consecutive days, 
instead of the recommended three days a week. and In one or 
two instances, two trials were administered on the same day. 
Frequently. make-up trials were not administered, thus all 
but Child D finished the study with less than the full 
thirty-six trials. 
In revIewIng the pattern of scores for ChIld D, It was noted 
that, Immediately prior to the intervention of some of the 
letter groups, there were two or three low scores, sImilar 
to the scores seen subsequent to the Intervention. It is 
quIte possIble that a few trials were missed in the initial 
Series. and in her lack of understandIng of the research 
deSign, the evaluator simply used the initial three trials 
of the next series to complete the inItial Series. The 
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figures pertaining to Child D suggest that this pattern 
continued until the final Series, when the evaluator 
administered an additional three trials to complete the 36. 
The evaluator was unable to subsequently ascertain this, 
therefore the results for child D have been kept as six 
serIes, each comprising six trials. However, if changes In 
the tImIng of adminIstration of trials dId occur, both the 
trend changes for Individual letter groups and the overall 
degree of change of qualIty and speed scores for ChIld D 
would have been affected. 
A sItuatIon such as this could have been prevented by 
ensuring that all evaluators submitted the results of trials 
at the end of each of the series, and this would be a strong 
recommendation for further studies of this desIgn. 
All four children demonstrated statistIcally significant 
trend changes In quality scores of one or more letter groups 
following intervention; however, in only one of the four 
ch1ldren was the change in each of the letter groups great 
enough to yield statistical significance overall. In each of 
the other three chIldren, improvement that occurred In 
letter groups during their baseline phase was often great 
enough to mask the improvement in letter groups that had 
received intervention. 
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It is presumed that the spontaneous improvement that 
occurred during the baseline phase was due to learning on 
the part of the children. While efforts were made to control 
for this by using sIx different regimens on a rotational 
basis throughout the 36 trials, it would appear that with 
subsequent trials, an element of learning dId occur. While 
it Is not suggested that the children remembered the 
specific combinations of letters from series to series, 
they, no doubt became familiar with the general patterns. 
As noted in a previous chapter, it is assumed that all four 
evaluators were consistent from session to session in their 
scoring system. However, it is quite possIble that during 
the initial two or three trials, they were most careful in 
their perusal of the chlldren/s letter formation, with an 
increasing tendency to move quickly through the scoring 
procedure In subsequent trials, thereby missing some errors. 
This would be reflected in the results. and might further 
explain the "spontaneous improvement" in quality scores that 
the children exhibited durIng the study regardless of 
intervention. 
It was noted during the study by all evaluators that while 
the criteria for quality points encompassed a number of 
errors in the formation of the letters, all four children 
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made errors that were not addressed In the criterla~ While 
this would not necessarily contribute to the spontaneous 
decrease in scores during the baseline phase, it could mute 
all scores across all phases. Consequently, changes made 
according to the quality criteria might not truly reflect 
the extent of each chl1d/s improvement In performance~ 
The Improvement that all four children demonstrated in speed 
scores during the baseline phase could, as in the case of 
the qualIty scores, be attributable to a learning effect. In 
thIs case, however, it 1s suspected that the learning was a 
function of famil1arity with the procedure. Efforts were 
made to control for this by only timing the chIld from the 
moment he/she put hie/her pencil onto the paper to produce 
the fIrst letter of the combination to the moment he/she 
lifted hie/her pencil after prodUCing the last letter of the 
combination. In addItion, the child was encouraged to look 
at and memorize the entire four-letter combination before 
beginning to produce the first Jetter. However, this may 
have been a skIll that was not well-developed at the outset 
of thie study, and one that improved with practIce ae the 
study progressed. 
Of particular interest was the increasing trend in speed 
scores from the baseline phase to the intervention phase in 
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all four children. Since the literature indicates that 
multIsensory writing programmes have implications for all 
facets of written work. it was thought that the speed score 
trends would generally mirror those of quality. It is quIte 
possible that followIng the intervention of a letter group, 
the chIldren concentrated on the qualIty of those particular 
letters to the detriment of the speed. 
Another thought that may be developed from these patterns is 
that, unlike quality, speed is unlikely to show any 
immediate improvement following intervention. Instead, it 
will tend to improve over time. This thought is born out by 
the results of the questionnaires in which all four teachers 
perceived an improvement in speed of cursive writing from 
the beginning of the study to the end. 
While it had been thought that the degree of compliance with 
regards to the homework would have a significant effect on 
the outcome, this was not the case. ChIld C and ChIld D were 
totally complIant wIth their homework, while Child A and 
ChIld B each completed homework for three of the fIve 
groups. An examination of the results of specific letter 
groups of these two children and their patterns of homework 
compliance yielded no correlation between the two variables. 
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Homewo~k compliance is often found to be a significant 
facto~ In the effectiveness of lnte~vention p~og~ammes. It 
may be, howeve~, that the w~itten wo~k that the child~en 
completed within the school day p~ovlded the necessa~y 
ca~~y-ove~, and masked the effects of the homewo~k p~og~am. 
In ~evlewlng the ~esults, it Is pe~haps Just as valuable to 
dete~mlne those facto~s whIch may have cont~lbuted to the 
sIgnIfIcant imp~ovement In ChIld B as it Is to discuss those 
facto~s which may have negatIvely affected the othe~ 
students~ p~og~ess. Child B had a mode~ate senso~lmoto~ 
"lmpal~ment\l with no addItional moto~ cont~ol difficulties 
o~ attentlonal p~oblems. He had an ext~emely suppo~tive 
family and school envi~onment. Pe~haps, the most significant 
facto~ was hIs st~ong motIvation to Imp~ove. which was 
pe~celved by the ~esea~che~ as beIng conside~ably hlghe~ 
than that of the othe~s. 
Results of the TOWL we~e, fo~ the most pa~t, consistent with 
the fIndings ~elatlng to the hypotheses. Child B was the 
only chIld to demonst~ate imp~ovement In all domains 
measu~ed. Child C~s mode~ate change In only the Handw~ltlng 
component ~eflected the small changes made in quality and 
speed sco~es on the t~lals following inte~ventlon. Chlld A~s 
"dete~lo~ation" was ve~y lIkely a function of his sho~t 
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attention span and hIgh degree of dIstractIbIlIty. already 
discussed as a possible factor affectIng performance during 
the trials. As a highly distractible child, Child A was also 
at greatest risk to lose interest In the TOWL upon 
readministration. 
The rationale for assessIng the Vocabulary and ThematIc 
MaturIty components of the TOWL had been to determine 
whether written expression matures when the task of writing 
Itself becomes easier. The results of ChIld B suggest that 
there may be a correlatIon. While caution must be maintained 
due to the limited results. the remarkable change in Child 
B~s thematic maturity over the six-week perIod is quite 
significant. 
It is interesting that the greatest changes that occurred in 
this study were the perceptions that each child~s teacher 
had of his/her performance. While all teachers stated that 
difficulties with both the quality and speed of writing 
remained following the study, everyone was emphatic, both 
verbally, and in response to the questionnaire, that 
considerable Improvement had occurred. (It should be noted 
that the teachers were not gIven theIr previous ratings when 
responding to the post-study questionnaire). 
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WhIle qualIty and speed of cursive wrIting were the only two 
outcome measures examined in this study, it was interesting 
to note that two of the four teachers made reference to 
their students/ increased self-confIdence in writing 
following the intervention. While each child had been 
extremely unwilling to put pen to paper prIor to the study, 
there was a very notIceable increase in enthusiasm following 
1 t . 
The discrepancy between the teacher/s perceptions and the 
results of the trIals perhaps reinforce some of the 
weaknesses within the study Itself, dIscussed in this 
sectIon, which reduced the signIflcance of the results 
themselves. While one cannot eliminate the possib1lIty that 
the teacher was influenced in his/her rating by hIs/her 
knowledge of her student/s particIpatIon in the study, she 
had the opportunity to observe her student/s improvement in 
all letter groups and the overall effect of the intervention 
before making her Judgement. In the case of speed. this may 
have been particularly relevant sInce, as previously 
suggested, this particular measure may improve over time. 
FInally, the results of the study are particularly relevant, 
since they emphasize the success and effectIveness of the 
cursive writing program on a functional Jeve). WhIle 
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statistical signIficance was only achIeved In one of the 
four chIldren for qualIty. it can perhaps be stated that the 
results of this study achieved sIgnificance on a clinical 
level, at least In measures of quality. 
ImplIcations and Conclusions 
As was dIscussed In the second chapter, the literature 
pertainIng to the effectiveness of multisensory writing 
programmes In improving cursive wrIting ability in children 
with sensorImotor problems Is somewhat inconclusIve. ThIs 
study was developed to Investigate further the correlatIon 
between these two varIables and to possibly provIde some 
more conclusIve fIndings. 
The results suggest that there are effects; however, the 
extent and scope of these effects are still very much 
debatable. Variance in the results across the four cases in 
terms of changes in quality and speed scores prevents one 
from drawing any overall conclusions about the effectIveness 
of the program on these outcome measures within the confines 
of thIs study. However, the various factors dIscussed 
earlIer In this section, whIch may have contributed to the 
varIance and prevented greater Improvements In scores in 
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some of the chIldren, must be taken into consideration In 
the final evaluation. 
All four children experienced statistIcally significant 
changes in trend lines for specIfic letter groups following 
InterventIon. In addItion. one of the four children had 
overall results In quallty score changes that yielded 
statistical significance. These results. whIle perhaps 
Inconclusive when examined In conjunction with the rest of 
the data, certainly provIde some evidence of the continued 
need for research with programmes of this nature. 
The effect that this program had on the confidence that each 
child had In his/her own writIng ability, while never 
examined specIfIcally. was made very apparent in the 
responses from the teachers. The increase in 
self-confIdence. whIle secondary to changes In speed and 
quality. nonetheless may have had Just as great an Impact on 
the overall improvement in performance In the classroom. 
Further research In this area Is certainly warranted. 
The Significant improvement in Thematic Maturity scores on 
the TOWL for Child B suggest a correlation between 
Improvement In handwritIng skills and maturIty of written 
expression. While the findings are limited, they may provide 
some insIght into the difficulties that children wIth 
sensorimotor problems experience with written language 
itself. 
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The most interestIng fIndIngs are perhaps those relating to 
the perceptions that the teachers had of the changes that 
took place wIthin the classroom. The degree of enthusiasm 
which was shown by the teachers towards the program as a 
result of the improvement in their students is reflected in 
the fact that two of the four teachers subsequently 
Implemented the program themselves In their classrooms to 
improve the overall wrIting abIlIty of all their students. 
The lIterature has shown that multIsensory approaches can be 
very effectIve in the teaching of handwrIting (Birch & 
Lefford, 1967; Furner, 1970; SovIk, 1976; Hayes, 1982). 
Perhaps varIatIons of programmes such as thIs one can find 
theIr way Into the curriculum as part of the teaching of 
cursIve writIng skills. 
Recommendations 
It has been determIned that the multIsensory writing program 
had a signIficant effect on the cursive wrIting abIlIty of 
one of the four chIldren in this study. However, the overall 
results of the program remaIn somewhat inconclusive. In 
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order to provIde more answers to the question "What is the 
effect?"t further research is warranted. 
Randomized controlled studies would eliminate some of the 
variables that were present In this study; however. the need 
for large numbers of children. and the financial and time 
demands would make it a particularly difficult design to 
lmplement. It is recommended. instead. that similar slng1e-
case desIgns be used with changes implemented to control for 
some of the variables. These might include more rigorous 
screening of potential study subjects to control for 
additional and unrelated diffIculties. a longer baseline 
phase to allow scores to stabilize following an initial 
expected ulearnlng il period, stricter guidelines regarding 
time of administration of trials. and more Indepth and 
continual orientation of evaluators to the scoring system. 
It is also recommended that a measure of speed be obtained 
subsequent to completion of the study and compared with 
measures of speed obtained prior to the study. 
It is hoped that the results of this study will provide 
direction for further research Into wrIting dIfficultIes and 
remediation. While work has been done in delineating various 
forms of writing dysfunction (Malloy-Miller. 1985), further 
research is needed in achieving reliable measures that will 
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Isolate writing difficultIes due specifically to 
sensorimotor problems. Further development of evaluation 
tools that specifically assess the quality of the formation 
of cursive letters is also warranted. 
Self-confldence was an area found by the teachers to have 
improved following the intervention. If this study is to be 
repeated in same capacity, it Is recommended that this be 
included as an outcome measure. It was also noted In 
analyzing the results that one of the factors affecting the 
varIance may have been the degree of severity of 
difficulties at the outset of the study. Continual Single 
case deSigns, implementing the same program, can be used to 
draw same conclusions about the relationship between degree 
of severity and success of the program. 
Lastly. while this study focused on children experiencing 
solely sensorimotor dIffIculties, the literature IdentifIes 
certain neurodevelopmental disorders such as SpIna Blflda 
which include handwritIng dIfficulties relating specIfically 
to sensorimotor problems (Ziviani, Hayes and Chant, 1990). 
Perhaps further research can focus on the remediatIon of 
writing skills in these distinct groups of children. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER OF EXPLANATION AND CONSENT 
I. • consent to have my child 
participate in a study which will examine the effectiveness 
of a cursive writing program on my child/s writIng ability. 
, the principal investigator, has 
explained to me that my chIld will be given five one-hour 
sessions of writlng remediation, with the sessions being 
conducted once every two weeks at school. Each session will 
aim at improving a particular group of letters through the 
use of pencll and paper activities, chalkboard and other 
media. The sessions will be conducted by the principal 
investigator herself. 
I understand that during the two weeks immediately prior to 
the first session. a second person will assess the speed and 
quality of my child/s writing abilIty in the different 
letter groups six times (three times a week for each of the 
two weeks). This pattern of testIng will be repeated 
following each of the writing remediation sessions, with six 
final tests following the final session. I understand that 
each testing session will last approximately flfteen 
minutes. 
I have been told that my child will be required to complete 
fifteen minutes of writing practice each evening during the 
duration of the study. I will record in a book provided by 
the investigator the amount of time spent on the work each 
day. and the nature of that work. The book and all completed 
homework will be taken to all remediation sessions. 
It has been explained to me that all information that is 
collected about my chIld during the study will be kept 
confidential, and that, if the results are published, my 
chIld will not be identified in any way. I also understand 
that I may refuse to have my chIld partIcipate or may 
withdraw him/her from the study at any time without 
affecting my child/s care at thIs centre. 
Parent/Guardian Signature Date 
WItness Signature Date 
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I have explained the nature of the study to the child/s 
parent/guardian and believe that he/she has understood it. 
Name Signature Date 
If you have further questions regardIng the study, please 
contact Julia Lockhart at 521-2100 ext. 7031. 
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APPENDIX B 
CHILD/S CONSENT FORM 
I agree to be In an experiment which 
looks at how well a special writing course will help my 
writing. 
has told me that I will spend five 
hours, one hour every two weeks, with her at school. We will 
do writIng exercises. Each time we will work on a dIfferent 
group of letters, using different types of activities. 
Before my first session with • another 
person will test my wrIting six times (three times a week 
for two weeks). The other person will do these tests again 
six times after each of my sessions with 
Each test will take about fifteen minutes. 
I will have to do fifteen minutes of writing practice each 
evening during the experiment. My mother or father wlll 
wrlte down In a book how much time I have spent on the 
writing practice. They will also write down what exercises I 
have done. I will take the book and my homework to all my 
sessions with 
___________________ will not show any of my work to anyone. 
I know that I can stop taking part in the experiment at any 
time. 
Child Signature Date 
Witness SIgnature Date 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE OF SESSION FORMAT 
l.a) The child will trace two lines of four-inch joined 
letter /c/s on a blackboard, progressing to two-inch 
letter /c/s. the one-inch. 
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-provides proprioceptIve (information received from 
receptors located in the joints, muscles and tendons) 
and visual informatIon about correct letter formatIon 
-requires increasing motor control with decrease in size 
b) The child will copy a one-inch stimulus letter /c/. 
producing from one to four lInes, depending on the 
need of the child. Copying will be augmented by 
verbal prompts. as needed. 
-provides visual feedback about what the child has just 
produced 
-provides auditory input to reinforce correct formation 
c) The chIld will repeat a) and b) with the other letters 
of the group. in the following order: a. d. g. q and o. 
d) With eyes closed, the chIld will produce the letters of 
group as they are named by the researcher. 
-provides the child with kinesthetic (conscious 
awareness of movement) feedback about the letter that 
he has just produced 
2. The chIld wi} 1 trace a large letter /c/ on newsprint, 
over a rough surface. five times with a felt pen. This 
process will be repeated with all other letters of the 
group. using felt pens of different colours. All 
stimulus letters will be drawn over one another. 
-provides proprioceptlve and visual information about 
correct letter formation 
-reinforces the similarities in initial formation of the 
letters in the group. while Illustrating the 
differences in finish and follow-through 
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3.a) With eyes closed, the child will produce the letters of 
the group in rice, as they are named by the researcher. 
-provIdes tactile information (information received from 
receptors located in the skin) about correct letter 
formation 
-provides the chIld with kInesthetic feedback about the 
letter that he has Just produced 
b) The chIld will produce words containing letters of the 
group. In rice, as they are dictated by the researcher. 
-provides tactile information about correct letter 
formation 
-provides the child wIth kinesthetic and visual feed-
back about what he has Just produced 
-requires planning of formation of dIfferent letters 
In sequence 
4. The child wIll copy the same words on newsprint, over 
a rough surface, approximately two inches In height. 
-provides kinesthetic and visual feedback about what he 
has Just produced 
-requires moderate amount of motor control with pencIl 
-requires planning of formation of dIfferent letters in 
sequence 
5. The child will complete an exercise sheet which will 
consist of tracIng the letter ~c~. the copying all 
letters of the group. with two rows of each letter, 
all letters of normal size. 
-provides visual information about correct letter 
formatIon 
-provIdes kinesthetic feedback about what has been 
produced 
-requires significant motor control with pencil 
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APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE OF LETTER COMBINATION SHEET 
#1 
qoqo ocdd 
ccqo odqo 
qdcq dcca 
qcaq qoag 
ooao gdco 
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APPENDIX E 
SCORE SHEET 
#1 
qoqo ocdd 
£0000 0000 (x2) 
eOOOO 0000 
eOOOO 0000 
cOOOO 0000 
aOOOO 0000 
dOOOO 0000 
ccqo odqo 
£0000 0000 (x2) 
eOOOO 0000 
eOOOO 0000 
cOOOO 0000 
aOOOO 0000 
dOOOO 0000 
qdcq dcca 
£0000 0000 (x2) 
sOOOO 0000 
eOOOO 0000 
cOOOO 0000 
aOOOO 0000 
dOOOO 0000 
qcaq qoag 
£0000 0000 (x2) 
sOOOO 0000 
eOOOO 0000 
cOOOO 0000 
aOOOO 0000 
dOOOO 0000 
ooao gdco 
£0000 0000 (x2) 
sOOOO 0000 
eOOOO 0000 
cOOOO 0000 
aOOOO 0000 
dOOOO 0000 
Total point score 
Total time score 
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APPENDIX F 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TRIALS 
Administer trials at approximately the same time each day. 
three days a week, preferably Mondays. Wednesdays and 
Fridays. 
#1 words should be administered the first day, #2 words the 
second day. and so on. Once #6 has been completed. begin 
again with #1 words. 
If the child is away on a trial day. make up the trial on 
the next available day. 
Administer the letter groups in the following order: 
c a d g q 0 
m n v x y z 
e 1 h b k f 
i j t u w 
p r s 
To administer, begin the stopwatch as the child puts the 
pencil down on the paper to produce the first letter of the 
first combination of four letters. (Letters should all be 
done in curslve writing). Stop the stopwatch when the child 
has finished the fourth and final letter of the combination, 
but do not take it back to zero. Start the stopwatch when 
the child starts the second combination and continue in this 
fashion until all 10 combinations of letters in the group 
have been completed. Record the total speed score in seconds 
in the allotted space at the bottom of the score sheet. 
To score for quality of writIng. proceed in the following 
way: 
To score for formation (f). record in the appropriate 
bubble on the score sheet if the chIld forms the letter 
incorrectly ego wrong direction in formation. 
All other aspects of qualIty should be scored after the 
child has completed the trial. 
To score for start (s), fIll in the appropriate bubble 
If the child starts the Jetter in the wrong place. 
To score for end (e). fill in the appropriate bubble if 
the child finishes the letter in the wrong place. 
To sco~e fo~ closu~e (c). fill in the app~op~iate 
bubble if the chIld does not close the lette~ prope~ly. 
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To sco~e fo~ ascenders (a). flll in the app~op~iate 
bubble If the ascende~ on the lette~ touches the top line o~ 
does not ~each more than half way up between the two lines. 
To score for descende~s (d), fill in the app~op~iate 
bubble 1f the descende~ is mo~e than 1/4 o~ mo~e than 3/4 
into the space between the two lines. 
Afte~ all the app~op~iate bubbles have been filled in, 
add up each column. beIng su~e to double the point value on 
each fo~mation (f) line. W~lte the total point sco~e on the 
app~op~late line at the bottom of the sco~e sheet. 
A sco~e sheet should be completed fo~ all five groups 
of lette~s at each t~ial. 
APPENDIX G 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
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is presently involved in a research study 
which is focusing specifically on curslve writing ability. 
To help us better assess his current level of ability. will 
you please take a few minutes to answer the following two 
questions, basing your answers on your observations of his 
wrIting skills over the past several weeks/months. 
How would you rate this chl1d/s cursive writIng abilIty 1n 
comparison to that of his/her peers, In terms of speed? 
much slower the same much faster 
than peers as peers than peers 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
How would you rate this chIld's cursive writing ability in 
comparison to that of his/her peers, in terms of legibllity? 
much poorer 
than peers 
1 2 3 4 
the same 
as peers 
5 6 7 
Thank you for your time. 
Julia Lockhart 
much better 
than peers 
8 9 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
______________ has Just completed his involvement In a 
research study which has focused specifically on cursive 
wrItIng abIlIty. PrIor to the study. you were asked to rate 
his writing skills in the areas of speed and legibilIty. 
Will you again please take a few minutes to answer the 
following two questIons which pertain to his present writing 
skIlls, basing your answers on your observatIons of his 
performance over the past few days. 
How would you rate this chIld's cursive wrIting abIlIty in 
comparison to that of hIs/her peers, in terms of speed? 
much slower 
than peers 
1 2 3 4 
the same 
as peers 
5 6 7 
much faster 
than peers 
8 9 
How would you rate this child's cursive writIng abilIty in 
comparison to that of his/her peers, in terms of legIbIlIty? 
much poorer 
than peers 
1 2 3 4 
the same 
as peers 
5 6 7 
Thank you for your time. 
JulIa Lockhart 
much better 
than peers 
8 9 
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APPENDIX H 
PROCEDURE USED TO COMPUTE A TREND LINE 
B A B A 9 Baseline Treatment 9 Baseline Treatment 
I I 
7 7 I I • I I 
I • 
5 5 I • +. I 
Graph A + • Graph C Q 3 3 • -1- • 
~ • l • c 1 I 8 1 I 
8 
t: 
1\1 A B A B ~ 9 Baseline Treatment 9 Baseline Treatment 
8. . of' 
o 7 • 7 • ce\ej~\'" 
5 • \\~e 5 • • 5 
• • Graph B Graph D 
3 • • 3 
• • 
1 
Time/trials Tlme/lrials 
F i gu r e 41. S t e psi n V 0 I V e din c omp uti n g the tr end lin e 
Graph A is the original data series. In graph B. the 
baseline data series is divided in half. In graph C, each 
half of the baseline is divided in half aga~n (dashed 
vertical lines). and the median values are marked on the 
dashed Jines. In graph D, the trend line is drawn 
(Ottenbacher, 1986). 
'.' . 
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APPENDIX I 
EXAMPLE OF A DATA TRANSFORMATION 
Example: Quality Scores for Letter Group 2: ChIld D 
For ChIld D. letter group 2 receIved treatment Just prIor to 
Series 6 (see Table 23). Using the equation 
BI-AI 
Ai 
where Bl was the mean performance level for letter group i 
in the trial series Immediately following treatment, and Ai 
was the mean performance across all baseline days (inItIal 
Series) for the same letter group, the mean values for Chlld 
D were substituted as follows: 
17.00-28.67 
28.67 
= 11.67 
28.67 
= -.41 
The final value for the mean of qualIty scores for letter 
group 2: ChIld D following the data transformation was -.41 
(see Table 27), 
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APPENDIX J 
SAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK 
Enlarged letters traced over a stimulus on newsprint, over a 
rough surface, five times each with a felt pen, a different 
colour for each letter. 
Words produced on 
approximately two 
. ~ ", . 
,( : , , 
..... 
" 
.\ 
I.":' 
.oJ:;'", 
. ,'. '."-
;~ . 
, <. 
newsprint, over 
inches in height 
a rough surface, 
(sample is reduced) 
.. 
:;' 
.. ,' 
;',~,I.:!\.;}~:· .. ~·.-"'·""'''lU''''''''--'' 
"I.'. '~' . r ,"'~":~':'~:t .~. ~ :" .~ , 
i 
, ", ~~ ;~~:~) .. ..;. I 
, (:'<L;) HI.:~ . 
;::\~.~.;~L·::' ". d .. , 
" . :'~.V~~., "t. " 
hI no : • . J~ ". ~. 
"}:', " 
,.' 
" . 
. '
:: \: ~:".~':.: '.: . 
•... ! 
.. 
. 'i:" 
;';;';Q:~)~~r;; ':.:: :.:. 
.. 
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., 
Exercise sheet consisting of traced and copied letters 
(sample is reduced). 
-"-
----_ .._,,_ .. __ ...... ------_ .... ---.---.... --....... - .. 
~ IlVlldWfVi\I'fV1V1lfll lllrnaMtd.1lC .f}' . ! VI' ,/ 
,----,.--'-------- -----_._--_.-
--------_ .... _---_ .... _--_. 
-0f l (g/VPzr;Pjr.~+-~'1!Y1Ptrtr--tY-'~(fYf?=:.3I: 
1; ~~2!f}C1Q(c3~~~C;Z!2~~ 
.L)J../7'Th /n/rJlLlJ/~rhLnLrL\LrlYr6YY_l~I.Ju:l.f.lillL11JLM1.k ... --.. -.. 
------------_._-_. __ ..... 
~ ~~~~~~~Z~?!~ 
~~_ .. ~?!EJl:.5!?1i~~.~~= 
~.p=G_!JL,7JVAJ.Y/.LJl2./J[i !~:'~2.- .. 
mr\b:;VY;iflYJ\fiJV}. /IJ\:X!lLl~ !~-~=.-~: 
~-;-;;-;1~rVi/ilv1?LJih·;\i'·kn:NJ7)j)·-. -. 
1<7 -zr- ~< ~ b' -iJl-. 
-(l-J:-~--,.-L\-)"'7'/~t- -?Jf1~7/ l/J,ld):,/lItUJL 
--" ..... __ .... ---_ .. _------_._-----
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" 
. Chi Id B: TOWL composi tion prior to intervention 
. --....IQ._ .. 
C' ~~ ~ ------1JYL. ~I7)J 
..J2~_.J:;o~. --1~~ ~L/)/~b;J' 
-D/(lrL Jll\V;-t ~p~~ ~JYYl_( 
evruJup-VovU~ofiJ')L . 
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" 
-Chi ld B: TOWL composi tion following lnterventi,on 
~ ~~ J;)/JJ1, Jr-~~.O'l)W 
.. J_h'~ I~':'/J~- .. _,LIJ A _,L,l.,",!L: ~.. ,.~-. ~ -~ . 
. ----.. --yJ)y[------~ ... '-' i1eo-1u1; .J2f;7/~ 
# • • "-'1 ..... 
J2oJ2 ,~' '--'CLaJJJ fr ~~Aj 
~""", -.Jvlld-- . "r01U! ~t:r J~ 
'-(Le~ " ~J2Aovv<id.: ,j,c~ 
C I'-I - 11 /I f) 1.-/ '), " ~ .r-' ) ,1, 
'-' ,t.LU:CJ'....o:.· --..k!-O--' _..-(j v'- '1J-I.-ij ':':! W.:..--
--r.rvJt0Jv ... Jo-··--{).p . ',pf,O-!fL)? 
, ~." . ~--.. --,'-~:-;.~:fl4~ --~ 'JU.,~~!/. 
'-_~ . ~ '''-~ ~;Ja;Jif 
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--,. --,-----1..:,' M ;J -- - --:--' - J) _A 7 -- I, i ~ , 
.----. -.- .----- __ ··LQ:'~-·--QJw..--··>·'OD- -:z.!\.().,..-: _ (r-f..{:' 
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